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ABSTRACT

The Irvine-Michigan-Brookhaven proton decay detector records upward

going muon data at a rate of rv 0.5 ILlday and downward-going muon data at a

rate of 2.7 ILls. After separating the upward-going data from the downward

going data, both data sets are examined for consistency with expectation and

searched for physical effects.

The upward-going muon data is used to search for vp. +-+ Ve and vp. +-+ V T

neutrino oscillation effects that are consistent with the parameters suggested by

the atmospheric neutrino flavor anomaly that is found in the contained data.

Three different techniques provide the search, but uncover no evidence. Hence,

the upward-going data limits the preferred parameter space for both types of

oscillations. For vp.+-+ V e oscillations, the 90% C.L. limits are sin22() 2:: 0.38 for

large 8m2 and 8m2 2:: 1.8 x 10-2 at large mixing angles, while the limits for

vp. +-+ VT oscillations are sin22() 2:: 0.42 for large 8m2 and 8m2 :::: 1.7 x 10-3 at

large mixing angles. Although the upward-going data remains consistent with

the neutrino oscillation hypothesis, it greatly limits the possible parameters.

In addition to the neutrino oscillation analysis, the downward-going muon

data is used to search for point sources and to study the origins of underground

muons. Although the testing of 13 sources chosen a priori uncovered no candi

dates, two features stand out in these data: at least two possible point sources

and a large scale anisotropy. A survey of the entire sky finds two excesses at

IMBm1=(a rv 1640
, 8 rv 53°) and IMBm2=(a rv 106°, 8 rv 68°), with ran

dom chance probabilities (including trials penalties) of p = 2.0 X 10-5 and

p = 7.9 X 10-4 respectively, although neither direction is associated with any

popular v or -y-ray sources. In addition, there is an anisotropy in the data favor

ing the a = 270° and 8 = 30° direction, with an approximate magnitude of 10-2 •

This magnitude is surprisingly large, but it does not seem to be attributable to

systematics in the data.
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1 - INTRODUCTION

This chapter first presents a short history of the neutrino to offer some

background on why it is an important topic, and then describes previous neutrino

oscillation experiments to give a reference by which to gauge this work. In

doing so, this chapter also details some of the previous results that motivate

an analysis of the upward-going data for neutrino oscillations. Finally, a brief

history of downward-going muon and related results illustrates the factors that

motivate a point source search using the downward-going muon data.

A. Neutrino History

Although the neutrino was predicted in 1930, its first direct detection did

not come about until 1956. Now, 37 years later, physicists still lack a thor

ough understanding of some basic characteristics of the neutrino, particularly

its mass. The current possibility that the mass eigenstates differ from the flavor

eigenstates, thereby allowing them to oscillate between flavor states, makes the

continued study of neutrinos a compelling subject.

The first evidence for neutrinos was indirect, and came about from studying

f3 decay. The reaction was initially thought to be a neutron decaying into a

proton and an electron.

(1.1)

However, this reaction does not conserve energy. In truth, the reaction has

another particle.

------------

(1.2)
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The ve evades detection, but carries away momentum. This missing momentum

led to the prediction of the neutrino. Since the observed particles sometimes

account for all of the momentum in Equation 1.2, the unseen neutrino must

have little or no rest mass. Further, Equation 1.1 does not conserve angular

momentum. The spins of the n, p, and e" are all1/21i. The proton and electron

can only combine into spin 0 or 1, so the spin on the right side of Equation 1.1

does not match the left. However, Equation 1.2 conserves angular momentum

if the neutrino is also spin 1/21i.

The first portent of a third particle appeared in 1914 when Chadwick

demonstrated that the f3 particles (e-) have a continuous spectrum (Figure 1.1)

rather than the line spectrum suggested by Equation 1.1[1]. In an attempt to

explain this spectrum, Pauli proposed in 1930 that f3 decay emit a third parti

cle[2]. In 1934, Fermi's theory of f3 decay[3] incorporated the new particle, which

he entitled the neutrino (little neutral one). In 1948, Sherwin measured the mo

mentum of the f3 rays from the decay of 32 Pinto 32 S and the recoil momentum

of the 32 S. He showed that the decay does not conserve linear momentum un

less an unseen third particle with momentum p = E / c and angular momentum

of 1/21i existed. This experiment established the existence of the neutrino and

explained many of its characteristics despite the lack of direct observation.
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FIGURE 1.1: Continuous {3 spectrum of RaE.
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Reines and Cowen reported a direct observation of neutrinos in 1956[4],

although they had claimed to have some evidence for it with a previous exper

iment at Hanford that ran in 1953[5,6]. In this experiment, they employed an

intense flux of neutrinos from fission-fragment decay in a large reactor. That

flux, incident on a detector containing the target protons in a hydrogenous liquid

scintillator, yields the reaction shown in Equation 1.3.

(1.3)

The incoming antineutrino interacts with a target proton to give off a positron,

which annihilates and gives a pulse in the scintillator. Cadmium dissolved into

the scintillator then captures the resulting neutron, giving off a second pulse.

These events were separable from the background by this double pulse signature.

By examining the energies of the two pulses, their time-delay spectrum, and

the dependence of the signal on reactor power, the neutrino induced events are

tagged.
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Over the next 37 years, countless experiments have studied the neutrino

and its fundamental properties, including rest mass. Yet, the question of rest

mass remains an issue. The current mass limits, shown below, limit the rest

mass of the all three flavors to fairly small values, but not necessarily zero.

m(iie ) < 7.2 eV/c2

m(vJL) < 250 keV/c2

m(vr ) < 35 MeV/c2

The limit on De uses a well-characterized monolayer tritium source to ob

serve the endpoint energy (18.6 keY) of electrons from tritium decay [7]. The

source is very thin to ensure the energy loss in the source itself is very small.

An experiment at Los Alamos measured the momentum distribution of muons

from pion decay (7r -+ J.l + v) to set the limit on m(vJL)[8]. Finally, the AR

GUS collaboration analyzed the missing invariant mass in the". decay mode

(".- -+ V r + 7r- + 7r- + 7r- + 7r+ + 7r+)[9].

No fundamental reason exists to assume that the mass is identically equal

to O. This issue is crucial to the question of neutrino oscillations, because they

require that there be a slight difference in the masses of the neutrino mass

eigenstates. If that difference exists, neutrino oscillations naturally follow.

Neutrino oscillations have become more popular as a solution to the solar

and atmospheric neutrino problems. The atmospheric neutrino anomaly pri

mary results from reports from two experiments; the 1MB and Kamiokande

water Cerenkov detectors report that the measured ratio of electron neutrino

interactions to muon neutrino interactions that result from cosmic ray interac

tions in the atmosphere differs from the calculated ratio. One solution suggests

that muon neutrinos oscillate into tau neutrinos and thereby evade detection, or

they oscillate into electron neutrinos, which would also decrease the ratio. This

analysis seeks to test that hypothesis in a complete way.
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B. Observation Techniques

Most neutrino oscillation experiments fall into one of two categories: ap

pearance or disappearance. Each technique has its own benefits and disadvan

tages, but an appearance experiment is generally regarded as a more convincing

demonstration of neutrino oscillation effects. However, the disappearance exper

iment is often statistically preferable, as it sometimes relies less on an absolute

understanding of the source.

Appearance experiments rely on the detection of a particular neutrino fla

vor in quantities larger than expected, so they often rely on an accurate under

standing of the source and the relative flavor quantities produced. When one

neutrino flavor predominantly comes from some source, an appearance experi

ment looks for a different flavor. If it appears, the source neutrinos presumedly

oscillated to a different flavor. Of course, it is rarely that simple. Instead, ap

pearance experiments typically search for a small signal above some predicted

background of events. The source must be strong and directed enough so that

the signal-to-noise ratio is reasonable. Further, either direct measurement or

reliable prediction must provide a thorough understanding of the contamination.

Disappearance experiments test for a depletion of one type of neutrino. To

use the previous idealized example, a source of known flux and one neutrino

type injects a signal into a detector. If the detector measures fewer neutrinos

than expected, the source neutrinos have oscillated to a different flavor. This

method presumedly has no advantage over the appearance experiment, except

that it usually involves more data and thus more statistical sensitivity.

Both appearance and disappearance effects depend upon the distance from

the source, so a prediction of the absolute fluxes is not always necessary. An

experiment taking data at different distances can examine the flux normalized

to some arbitrary point, although this is sometimes difficult for an appearance

experiment because the appearing neutrinos may represent some background.
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Measuring the flavor content at different distances from the source provides

information on the distance dependence of neutrino oscillations, which usually

provides a trustworthy result.

Neutrinos result from many different reactions and are present everywhere.

An experiment must rely on a sufficient abundance of adequately characterized

neutrinos to easily detect source neutrinos above the background. Currently,

there are only a few different sources of neutrinos that fit the requirements to

justify experimentation: nuclear reactors, the Sun, accelerators, the atmosphere,

and supernovae.

C. Nuclear Reactor Experiments

Nuclear reactors serve as an important source of neutrinos for the study of

oscillations. Their key advantage over other sources is that they are abundantly

available and already running for other purposes, namely commercial power.

Not only are reactors an economical source of neutrinos, but they provide an

omnidirectional source with a useful energy spectrum in the few MeV range; the

spectrum has a mean energy of "-' 2 MeV, exponentially decreasing until "-' 10

MeV.

Nuclear reactors derive their power from neutrons interacting with 235U to

create 236U, which breaks into lighter atoms and more neutrons. One result of

these reactions is the aforementioned f3 decay. The f3 decays produce a De flux

in excess compared to the V e flux.

Neutrino oscillation experiments that use a reactor for the source must

look for the disappearance of the De flux rather than v", appearance, because

the neutrino energies are far below the energy needed to produce muons. To

measure the De flux, experiments measure the De interactions with some target

mass.
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(1.4)

Some detectors only count neutrons for an integral type measurement. Others

also detect the positron for a differential type measurement; the energy of the

positron gives the energy of the neutrino. Knowledge of the neutrino energy

allows a comparison of the measured and predicted energy spectra. Further,

detecting both the neutron and positron allows a coincidence window, which

decreases the background. Reactor experiments typically enjoy good prevalent

signals (SIN> 3).

Two observations are capable of revealing the oscillation effects: distance

dependent signals and deviations in the energy spectrum. A search for an event

rate that varies with distance from the source is conceptually preferable. Taking

integrated counts at different distances can provide the needed data, and most

detectors perform this measurement, but with a limited number of distances. In

practice, it is difficult to move the detectors very far or very often, because of

engineering restrictions and the need for sufficient event counts at each point.

The distance observations are not devoid of systematic uncertainties either. For

example, some uncertainties occur in the corrections due to the nuclear fuel evo

lution. Since there is usually only one detector taking data at different distances,

the source spectra differ at each location as the nuclear fuel is exhausted.

The other technique searches for deviations in the energy spectrum. Un

fortunately, it relies heavily on a precise understanding of the reactor and good

discrimination against background events. Reactors are periodically shutdown

for maintenance, so these off periods provide for direct measurement of much of

the background. The strongest limits on the efficacy of such tests come about

from uncertainties in the knowledge of the neutrino spectrum. The several cal

culations currently available[10,1l,12,13] differ by 5%-20% at high energies.
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Table 1.1 shows some of the characteristics of reactor based experiments to be

used as a comparison to the characteristics of the upward-going muon data.

TABLE 1.1: Some characteristics of the reactor neutrino oscillation experi

ments[14].

Gosgen Bugey Savannah Rovno Kurchatov
Power (MW) 2,800 2,800 2,200 1,375 1,375

Rate (vjh) 14 15 11 20
Background 1.1 1 3.5 3.1

Baseline (m) 65 18 25 25 92

Even with the various systematic uncertainties included, reactor experi

ments have been fruitful for their excluding of most of the large 8m 2 parameter

space. Figure 1.2 shows the results from Goesgen and Kurchatov[15] to illustrate

some reactor results. Notice that they are limited to relatively large 8m2 values.

Excluded

--0.50 <,

0.05

Allowed - -- - -- - -

o 0.2 O.B

FIGURE 1.2: De --+ V» oscillation parameter exclusion regions from Goesgen

(dashes) and Kurchatov (solid).
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(1.6)

9

D. Accelerator Experiments

Accelerators serve as another important source of neutrinos for neutrino

oscillation experiments. Although they do not have as many commercial appli

cations as reactors, they excel in delivering a well understood and pointed flux

of V e, Ve, vI-" vI-" While their fluxes are less intense than those of a reactor, ac

celerators typically produce neutrinos at higher energies than reactors, thereby

exploring a different region of parameter space.

Neutrino beams result primarily from pion and kaon decay. Both kaon and

pion decays produce muon neutrinos by the two-body decays shown below.

11"+ -+ f-L+ + vI-'

11"- -+ f-L- + vI-'

K+ -+ f-L+ + vI-'

K- -+ u: + VI-'

f-L± -+ e± + vl-'(vl-') + ve(ve)

The electron neutrinos result from the less frequent three-body decays shown

in Equation 1.6 and the aforementioned muon decay.

K+ -+ e+ + 71"0 + V e

K- -+ e- + 11"0 +o,

The V e fluxes, in accelerators, are suppressed by a factor of 100 compared to

the vI-' fluxes. Because the primary beam and the decay processes are both well

understood, the flavor content and energy spectrum of the neutrino fluxes are

fairly well known. For instance, when the mesons are momentum selected before

entering the decay region, the entire energy spectrum of the exiting neutrinos is

tight (aE/ E fV 20%).
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Because the source is well understood and the background is low, both

appearance and disappearance techniques yield results. Figure 1.3 shows the

results from a few accelerator experiments. Although the accelerators have their

advantages, these results still do not break much new ground in 8m 2 •

----
Excluded

----

Allowed

0.50

0.05

0,01 0.05 0.1

sin228
0.5 1

FIGURE 1.3: 1/J.L~ 1/e oscillation parameter exclusions from BEBC (dashed),

Los Alamos (dots), and E776 (solid).

The limiting factor to both accelerator and reactor experiments is baseline

distance (rv 100 m), though a few long-baseline (1-10 km)experiments are pur

posed. At present, these experiments rely on detectors relatively close to the

source for the flux measurements. For reactor experiments, the relatively weak

flux compared to the atmospheric neutrino background motivates the proximity;

the experiment must remain close enough to accurately separate neutrinos pro

duced in the reactor from atmospheric ones. Unfortunately, experiments close

to a reactor must contend with a large neutron background.

Two new experiments at CERN denoted CHORUS and NOMAD will search

for 1/., appearance to explore smaller values of sin 2 28 for large 8m2 [16]. They will

run in a reconstructed SPS neutrino beam in 1994. With a baseline distance
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of 820 m and a mean energy of "-' 40 GeV, CHORUS will identify -r: decay

in nuclear emulsion and NOMAD will identify the decays (primarily ".- ~

e- + liT + De) kinematically.

A few groups propose using accelerators for very long baseline experiments,

where the beam points to a detector somewhere else in the world. The engineer

ing difficulties involved in turning the beam far enough for detectors thousands

of kilometers away have proved prohibitive so far. However, programs at CERN

and at FNAL are considering the feasibility of sending their beams to Gran

Sasso (CERN) and Soudan (FNAL). Although ambitious in their goals, these

experiments require larger detectors than are currently in situ.

The size limits imposed by the Earth and by current engineering capabilities

motivate a search for natural neutrino sources at great distances. Three such

sources have proven feasible: the Sun, the atmosphere, and supernovae.

E. Solar Neutrino Experiments

The proton-proton chain and the CNO cycle provide the primary models to

explain solar burning and the necessary concentrations of elements in the Sun.

In turn, these concentrations and particle physics explain solar neutrino produc

tion. Many well known reactions combine to form these two models. Because

many of the reactions are well known and tested, the Standard Solar Model

(SSM) need only concentrate on the relative abundance of different particles

in the Sun. Further, many abundance calculations are testable experimentally.

Therefore, there is reason to assign a certain level of confidence to the SSM

("-'10%)[17].

The Sun is also a unique neutrino source because of its great distance from

the Earth; solar neutrinos must travel "-' 1.5 x 108 km before being detected,

which results in a sensitivity to small values of 8m2 (8m2 > 1O-lleV2 ) .
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An anomaly in the data from solar neutrino experiments is important for the

discussion of neutrino oscillations. In particular, at least four experiments mea

sure significant differences from the SSM predictions. One of the experiments,

called Homestake, utilizes a tank containing 615 tons of C2C14 to measure the

reaction

(1.7)

with an energy threshold of 814 keV and a maximum energy of f'V 14 MeV. In

over twenty years of data taking, the experiment has observed an interaction

rate of 2.1 ± 0.3 Solar Neutrino Units (SNU), whereas the SSM predicts 7.8

SNU. Thus, there appears to be a deficit in the Ve flux from the Sun. Another

way of illustrating this is to note that the ratio of observed to predicted flux is

0.27 ± 0.039.

The Kamiokande detector also measures a solar neutrino flux[18]. Because

it is a water Cerenkov detector, which is most sensitive to electrons at rela

tively high energies, the Kamiokande collaboration studies the electron events

that might result from a solar neutrino scattering off an electron. The energy

threshold is f'V 7.5 MeV, so they only observe the BB - BBe +e+ +V e component

of the solar neutrinos. However, they have directional information and clearly

locate the Sun, unlike the radio chemical experiments. The Kamiokande group

also reports a deficit in the observed flux; the ratio of measured flux to SSM

predicted is 0.46 ± 0.08(stat) ± 0.08(syst).

Two new experiments have been designed to study solar neutrinos at lower

energies: SAGE and GALLEX. As previously mentioned, the minimum detec

tion threshold is 814 keV. Still, the threshold is high enough to exclude most of

the flux. The GALLEX experiment uses 30 tons of aqueous gallium chloride as

its target and is located in the Gran Sasso underground laboratory. The Baksan

Neutrino Observatory, located in Russia, has a 30 ton target of metallic gallium
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denoted SAGE. Both detect solar neutrinos through the reaction in Equation

1.8.

(1.8)

This reaction has the advantage of a low interaction threshold of 233 keV. The

GALLEX collaboration reports a measurement of 83±19(stat)±8(syst) SNU[19],

and the SAGE collaboration reports a 90% C.L. upper bound of 72 SNU[20].

The SSM prediction for Equation 1.5 is 113 SNU; thus, there is apparently an

anomaly.

F. Atmospheric Neutrino Experiments

The atmosphere around the Earth provides another source of neutrinos.

The Earth is continuously bombarded by cosmic rays that consist of almost

every kind of particle. However, the protons and heavy nuclei are of primary

interest, because they carry most of the energy. When these particles enter

the atmosphere, they interact with the air nuclei to produce particle showers.

Many of the shower particles decay as they head towards the surface. The decay

products include neutrinos, so a flux of neutrinos originates in the atmosphere.

Chapter 3 describes the specifics of the atmospheric production chain in greater

detail.

Several experiments designed to search for proton decay also detect atmo

spheric neutrinos rather well, because the neutrinos sneak in as a background to

the proton decay search. These detectors cover energies from roughly 100 MeV

on up. For detectors with a 47r solid angle of viewing, the neutrinos travel a

wide range of distances (15 km - 12 Mm).

One particular measurement of the atmospheric neutrinos yields an inter

esting anomaly in at least three detectors: 1MB, Kamiokande, and Soudan. The
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analyses compare the ratio of the muon neutrino flux q>(Vtt +Vtt) to the electron

neutrino flux q>(Ve + Ve ) .

The analysis of IMB contained events uses 7.7 kiloton-years of exposure to

record 507 single ring events in the momentum ranges shown below.

100 < Pe < 1500 MeV[c

300 < Ptt < 1500MeVIe
(1.9)

Of those 507 events, 325 are showering (ve + ve ) and 182 are non-showering

(vtt + vtt ) . The analysis then compares the ratio of non-showering events to the

total

R = vtt + vtt

vtt + vtt + Ve + ve
(1.10)

(1.11)

to find R = 0.36 ± 0.02(stat) ± 0.02(syst), compared with the prediction R =

0.51 ± O.Ol(stat) ± 0.05(syst)[21].

Data from other experiments also support this effect. Three groups report

a statistically significant difference between the measured and predicted ratios.

The ratio of measured to predicted ratios is given by

R = (vJ1./ve ) data

(VJ1./ve ) M C

and R equals unity if the observed and predicted ratios agree. Many experi-

ments report measurements of this ratio: IMB, Kamiokande[22], NUSEX[23],

Soudan[24], Frejus[25]. Table 1.2 summarizes the results.

TABLE 1.2: Ratios of measured to predicted flux ratios in different detectors.

Detector Ratio Eth

IMB R = 0.54 ± 0.13 100 MeV
Kamiokande R = 0.60 ± 0.09 100 MeV

NUSEX R = 0.99 ± 0.40 200 MeV
Soudan R = 0.38 ± 0.24 200 MeV
Frejus R = 0.87 ± 0.21 150 MeV
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1MB, Kamiokande and Soudan all show a significant difference; the others may

suggest it, but lack a significant signal. The Soudan result is very important

to this discussion, because it combines with several systematic checks in 1MB

and Kamiokande detectors to disabuse the physics community that the 1MB

and Kamiokande measurements are due to systematic problems associated with

water Cerenkov detectors; the Soudan detector uses an iron target and different

instrumentation. When combined, these results suggest there may be some new

physics in the atmospheric neutrinos. One hypothesis is that this ratio implies

neutrino oscillations, and that is what is tested herein.

G. Downward-Going Mlion History

The Earth is continuously bombarded by cosmic rays. In the upper atmo

sphere, the primary cosmic ray flux is predominantly protons. Table 1.3 lists the

relative abundance of ions hitting the upper atmosphere to demonstrate this.

These nuclei come from many different sources. They are produced in various

astrophysical accelerators, from the original Big Bang to our own sun. People

have sought to extract the information they carry about the mechanics of the

universe, but that information is elusive and difficult to separate from the back

ground. Moreover, because these ions carry charge, the magnetic fields that

encompass the planets and galaxies bend and stir the particles.

TABLE 1.3: Relative abundances of heavy cosmic ray particles[26].

Element Number
H 26,000
He 3,600
Li 18
Be 10.5
B 28
C 100
N 25
o 91
F 1.7
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Few heavy particles make it to the surface of the Earth. Instead, they collide

with nuclei in the atmosphere to yield large fluxes of mostly kaons and pions.

In turn, those particles decay high up in the atmosphere, because of their short

decay lengths (10- 6- 103 em). The result is a large muon flux at the surface

of the Earth and deep underground. The energy spectrum of sea level muons is

shown in Figure 1.4.
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FIGURE 1.4: Muon energy spectrum at sea level[27].

In addition to the heavy particles hitting the upper atmosphere, photons

and neutrinos also bombard Earth. Photons and neutrinos are important to

astronomy, because they are neutral and thereby avoid bending by magnetic

fields. Visible and radio photons can be very accurately pointed and carry

much astrophysical information, as their large cross-sections make them easily

focused and detected. However, those large cross-sections also limit their ability

to escape from deep within astronomical objects.

Neutrinos offer a promising new branch of astronomy. They could heighten

our understanding of the universe, because they have extremely small interaction

cross-sections, are able to emerge from the inside of stars, and pass through
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objects that might otherwise obscure the view. On the other hand, they are also

very likely to pass through the Earth undetected. Groups such as DUMAND

and AMANDA, hoping to do neutrino astronomy, propose building very large

detectors (> 100 m) that use the Earth itself as the target mass.

The birth of "}'-ray astronomy is recent; Cygnus X-3 was first reported as

a VHE (f'VTeV) "}'-ray source in 1972[28], just after a radio outburst. The Kiel

group first reported an excess in UHE ')'-ray data[29]. In addition, several exper

iments have data that suggest Cygnus X-3 is a ')'-ray source[30,31,32,33,34,35];

other sources like Hercules X-I have also been reported[36]. However, many

new detectors fail to confirm Cygnus X-3 and Hercules X-I as sources, thereby

rendering the results ambiguous.

A peculiarity in the shower data suggests that the muons may contain

directional information. The showers that account for the excess from these

objects may have a high muon content. The Cygnus group at Los Alamos[37]

found evidence that the showers pointing to Cygnus X-3 may have a high muon

content. The data taken between April 1986 and May 1987 lacks a DC excess.

However, when data cuts select those showers with a hit in the muon counter,

a phase modulated excess appears. In addition, the Kiel group reported that

')'-ray showers associated with Cygnus X-3 had a muon content equal to 70%

of the background[38]. On the other hand, a recent result from the CYGNUS

array finds a null result on Cygnus X-3.

H. Mlion Astronomy

There have been no reports of long term DC muon signals from any as

tronomical source, as none are predicted. However, there are several reports

of signals that correlate with a radio outburst of Cygnus X-3. The first such

reports surfaced in 1985 by the Soudan and NUSEX groups[39,40,41], who re

port an excess of underground muons from the direction of Cygnus X-3j the
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high muon content anomaly in "(-ray showers is not sufficient to account for the

reported signals. The excess is not visible as an integrated excess. Instead, it

appears that the signal is modulated to the orbital period of the binary system

that comprises Cygnus X-3. Further, other concurrently operating experiments

report null results[42,43] . Subsequent radio outburst in 1989, 1990, and 1991

have met with the same ambiguous results; some see a signal and others do

not. The report by the Soudan collaboration of a DC signal correlated with the

January 1991 radio outburst[44] is particularly interesting, because it did not

require phase modulation to see the excess.

To date, there is not enough evidence to either confirm or refute the hy

pothesis that Cygnus X-3 - or any other point source - produces a signal

visible in underground muons. The analysis presented herein seeks to test this

hypothesis and examine the nature of the underground muon flux. Although

there is certainly insufficient evidence to believe a signal exists, the data occurs

as a natural byproduct of the upward-going muon analysis. The preponderance

of conflicting results motivates an analysis, which will hopefully answer some of

the questions raised about their origins.
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2. - THE 1MB DETECTOR

A. Introduction

The 1MB detector began operation in September of 1982 and ended in

March of 1991. During its 9 years of operation, it recorded more than 600

upward-going muons, almost 1000 contained interactions, and >108 downward

going muons. Because a number of thorough detector descriptions exist[45]' this

chapter concentrates essentially on the parts particularly useful to this analysis.

First, a general overview of the detector and site gives an overall sense of the

experiment. Then, this chapter presents an explanation of the overburden and

its composition because of its importance in the Monte Carlo simulations and in

scaling downward-going muon results to other depths. In addition, descriptions

of the detector's key systems: light detection, event triggering, and event read

out explain the systems most critical to this analysis.

B. General Overview

The 1MB detector was designed to search for nucleon decay[45] - more

specifically, minimal SU(5). Minimal SU(5) was the most plausible Grand Uni

fied Theory (GUT) of the late 1970's, and it predicts a finite partial lifetime of

~ 1028 years[46] for the proton to decay into a positron and pion (p -+ e+ +11"0).

Observing an interaction with this lifetime requires an exposure of 1032 proton

years. To accomplish this goal, a detector with 8 kilotons of water (> 1033

protons) was built to detect such an interaction in a few months. That did not

occur; instead, 1MB has set limits on this mode as well as many others[47] and

effectively eliminated the simple SU(5) model.
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The 1MB detector was an 8 kiloton water Cerenkov detector. Charged

particles with a velocity near the speed of light (f3c > lin = 0.752, where

nH20 = 1.33) produced Cerenkov radiation when traversing through water. The

Cerenkov light radiated at an angle

1
cos(O) = 

nf3
(2.1)

of () = 42°. This phenomenon provided for a high energy particle observation

technique using an extremely large and inexpensive target mass, which also

served as the detection medium for interaction products. The purified water

used in the 1MB detector was also efficient for transmitting light, as shown by its

long attenuation length (Aatt > 40 m) for blue light (290nm < A < 470 nm). By

instrumenting the boundaries of the target volume with inward looking photo

multiplier tubes (PMTs), particle tracks above the Cerenkov threshold were

identified and recorded by the light emitted along the track.
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FIGURE 2.1: The 1MB Proton Decay detector and lab areas.

The detector cavity was located at a latitude of 41.72° North and a longi

tude of 81.27° West. It was situated at a depth of 600 meters underground [1570

meters water equivalent (m.w.e.)] at the Morton-Thiokol Salt Mine in Fairport,
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Ohio in the United States of America. The tank was a 18m x 17m x 22.5m hex

ahedron. Figure 2.1 illustrates the detector and lab areas. A catwalk encircled

the top of the tank and connected to the electronics, water purification, com

puter, and work areas through a light sealed door. Outside of these hermetically

sealed areas, lies the mine.

C. Overburden

The abundance of cosmic rays at the surface of the Earth necessitated a

deep underground location for the experiment. Placing the detector under

ground provided a large target of rock to attenuate the cosmic ray rate; the

data aquisition electronics and the cost of storage media limited the detector to

a triggering rate far less than the cosmic ray rate at the surface of the Earth.

However, the overburden reduced that rate by a factor of 106 , thus allowing the

detector to remain sensitive for possible nucleon decay events. The overburden

also reduced the likelihood of a multi-muon event escaping rejection.

Although the site ideally could be deeper, the availability of this partic

ular mine and the economy of excavating salt made the experiment practical.

Even with this large shield of rock, the downward-going muon rate was 2.7

Hz. Although these events are of some interest, they present a background to

upward-going muon studies, so accurately tagging them is essential.

In order to interpret the results, understanding the composition of the rock

surrounding the detector is necessary. Local geology was characterized with

four horizontally uniform layers of shale, Limestone, Dolomite, and Anhydrite

for a total thickness of 589 meters. The average density of the combination is

2.39 g/cm3 with < Z/A >= 0.50 and < Z2/A >= 5.90[48]. Some of these

parameters are used in the Monte Carlo propagation of particles through the

rock near the detector.
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D. Photo Detection

The tank of purified water was surrounded on all six sides by a total of

2048 20cm diameter PMTs. It is these PMTs, coupled to wavelength shifter

plates, which detected the Cerenkov photons emitted from the particle track.

Because the Cerenkov light was extremely faint, these PMTs had to be capable of

detecting a single photon with a reasonable efficiency. A unique design achieved

this sensitivity.

Each PMT consisted of a 20cm diameter, evacuated glass envelope coupled

to electron multiplication circuitry encased in the neck. The inner surface of

the glass envelope was coated with bialkali to form the photo-cathode. When

a photon struck this coating, it released an electron inside with a probability

determined by the frequency of the incident light. Electric fields inside the

PMT accelerated the photo-electron (pe) and focused it into the amplification

chain. The amplification chain was comprised of a series of venetian blind style

dynodes; each held at lOOV higher than its predecessor. The photo-electron

striking the first dynode typically ejected 4 electrons from the dynode. The

voltage difference to the next dynode accelerated these electrons. Each dynode

added to the number of electrons until a signal collected on the anode, now large

enough to treat conventionally, emerges. The total amplification was f'J 108 with

a total voltage difference of 2-3 thousand volts between the photo-cathode and

anode.

In addition to the highly efficient PMTs, another method of collecting light

raised the overall sensitivity. In the third phase of operation, the PMTs were

coupled to 60cm x 60cm wavelength shifter plates[49]. A square plate containing

a wavelength shifting compound called bis-MSB (C24H22) was optically coupled

to the equator of the PMT. Photons hitting the plate were adsorbed with a

probability of Pads;::: 0.95 for 280 nm < A < 390 nm and re-emitted at a longer

wavelength (IV 420 nm). Thus, previously undetectable ultraviolet light was
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shifted by the plates into a wavelength preferred by the PMTs. The wavelength

shifter re-emitted the light isotropically and part of it was contained within the

plate by internal reflection from the plane surfaces. The captured light was,

therefore, either channeled towards the PMT or away. To better utilize that

light channeled towards the plate edges, the edges were covered with reflective

tape. As a result of this design, a fraction of the light incident upon the plate

was both shifted into a wavelength preferred by the PMT and redirected towards

the PMT, thereby increasing the PMTs sensitivity by rv 19%. The net increase

over bare tubes gave a factor of rv 4. On the other hand, the increased fraction

of reflected light to the PMT degraded the timing resolution by rv 4 ns.

E. Trigger

The PMT capacitively coupled its signal to the coaxial cable that supplied

the high voltage. Back in the electronics area, the signals (typically 50mV in

amplitude with a 30ns duration) were uncoupled from the high voltage and fed

into a custom discriminator and an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) circuit

called an "8-channel card". The circuit first discriminated and gated the PMT

signal to 50ns while activating two analog storage circuits for the "Tl" and "Q"

scales. Meanwhile, the discriminator pulse summed with the 7 others on the

card. That sum went over the crate backplane and added with 7 other sums to

form a patch sum. These patch sums added together to form the global Ntubes

trigger. The patch sums were also used for a Npatches trigger.

The Ntubes trigger was a simple detector trigger; it was also the most prac

tical. The sum of the 32 patches was linearly proportional to the number of

tubes fired in the last 50ns window. Essentially, it formed a 50ns coincidence

of all PMTs above a certain threshold. The trigger level itself was set to trig

ger for more than rv 20 tubes. This simple trigger cut the rate down to a level

manageable by the digitizers, but did not unnecessarily throwaway good events.
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For those low energy events that might have escaped the Ntubes trigger,

there was the Npatches trigger. Each patch was discriminated at the rv 9 tube

level and put into a 150ns coincidence with the other patches. If two patches fire

within that time window, the trigger was set. The larger time window meant to

catch low energy events traversing a diagonal trough the detector. Such events

might not strike enough tubes in the 50ns window since the characteristic time

for that track is longer, but might fire two patches in the 150 ns window.

F. Read Out

When a trigger occurred, the event was digitized and read out. The trigger

also latched a WWV clock into a CAMAC input register. This clock gave the

event an absolute time to an accuracy of f'V 1 ms. The trigger also activated

a custom readout supervisor module. The supervisor initiated the digitizers

and began an "anti" gate, indicating an event was being digitized and no more

could be accepted. The supervisor also initiated a CAMAC LAM, prompting

the on-line computer to read out the event.

The on-line computer ran in several different data taking modes as well as

the different calibration modes. Primarily, the computer took data in one of two

modes: CUT or UNCUT. In the UNCUT mode, the computer simply recorded

everything. However, with a 2.7 Hz downward-going muon rate, that mode

lacked practicality when using 6250 bpi, 10" tapes to record the data. After

the installation of Exabyte 8mm tape drives, the on-line system frequented the

UNCUT mode.

Much of the data is CUT mode data; therefore, an understanding of the

decision criteria is beneficial to the analysis. In this mode, the computer had

to decide whether or not to save an event based on several criteria. This mode

wrote events if anyone of the following criteria were met:
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• It randomly saved 1/8 or 1/16 events; doing so provided an unbiased sample

for unanticipated physics.

• Events with less than 900 PMT hits were saved, since most proton decay

events should have fallen into this category.

• Events with more than 1800 PMT hits were also saved for possible studies

of unanticipated, high energy phenomena.

• If more than 20% of the PMT hits were on the top of the detector, the event

was saved, since there was a good possibility that it was a upward-going

muon.

• In an another attempt to gather upward-going muons, two on-line recon

struction algorithms (FASTMU and WAVER) provided direction fits; if

either reconstructed a zenith angle greater than 70°, it saved the event.

• Events occurring within 10ms of each other were recorded to facilitate burst

searches.

• Events with a FASTMU fits that point back within a declination band

around Cygnus X-3 were saved for monitoring for an excess.

The intention of these cuts was to save as many interesting events as possible

while still yielding the factor of 3 reduction in data needed for storage - at

least in the early years of operation.

In addition to the events saved from the above criteria, the CUT mode also

recorded muon summary records (MSRs). Because the large size of each event

prohibited saving events tagged as downward-going, MSR records, which hold

only a few vital parameters for each muon, afforded a technique to record some

information about every event. There was too little information to be practical

for most analyses. However, those records saved enough information to perform

simple astronomical studies with the downward-going muons. The MSR format

is shown in appendix A.
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G. Absolute Event Time

Because the earth rotates relative to any potential astronomical sources,

knowing the absolute time at which an event occurs is as important as accu

rately reconstructing the trajectory. The time and local angles taken together

point back to the source. Without an accurate time for the event, the pointing

resolution is limited. Besides the internal clock of the on-line computer and the

218 Hz scalar, the detector recorded the absolute universal time (UT) of every

event with a Kinemetrics True Time Mode160-DC WWVB synchronized clock.

Every time the detector triggered a CAMAC read, the clock provided time to

the CAMAC by an input register. Appendix A shows the binary format of the

time records. Another description of the WWVB clock is also available[50].

The WWVB clock operated by continuously synchronizing its internal clock

to a National Bureau of Standards (NBS) WWVB transmission. The transmis

sion originates from a latitude of 40.670 North and a longitude of 105.040 West.

It is transmitted in BCD on a 60 kHz carrier and received by an antenna and

master clock residing on the surface above the mine. That clock transmitted the

time to a slave clock in the electronics area by a dedicated line. Finally, elec

tronics removed 6 ms of the rv 6.5 ms propagation delay; software removed the

another 0.45 ms. With everything working properly, the accuracy was rv 500 ns,

which was far better than required. The master WWVB radio clock was later

replaced by a GEOS satellite clock. However, no further description is required,

since the same format for the time was used.
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3. - MONTE CARLO PREDICTIONS

A. Introduction

It is arduous, although theoretically possible, to analytically calculate the

muon flux expected in the 1MB detector. The formula

(3.1)

yields the expected muon flux for a given energy and direction, where y =

1- EIJ./Ev , ((EIJ.) is the detection efficiency, and f(X, Ej.l'E~) is the differential

probability that a muon produced with an energy E~ survives with energy Ej.l

after traversing a distance X through the rock. Unfortunately, most functions

in Equation 3.1 are not easily parameterized. For instance, Pose is extremely

difficult to solve analytically when including matter effects. Instead, it is cal

culated numerically, as with the rest of this integral. In fact, a Monte Carlo

simulation affords the best technique for solving this integral and so it is used.

Several procedures combine to comprise the total Monte Carlo simulation.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the different steps to the simulation.
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FIGURE 3.1: The Monte Carlo simulation process.

First, different neutrino flux models provide atmospheric neutrinos to the sim

ulation. This analysis primarily uses models by Volkova[51]' Lee and Koh[52],

and Butkevich[53]. As discussed in Chapter 4, the Lee and Koh fluxes com

bine with the ones of Volkova for the main predictions used herein, whereas

the Butkevich model is systematically chosen to give the worst limit. The sim

ulation interacts every generated neutrino with a nucleon in the surrounding

matter and weights it accordingly. At the interaction point, it calculates the

flavor transition probabilities. A lepton of each possible flavor results from the

neutrino-nucleon interaction, each with an associated oscillation probability and

cross section weight. Next, the Monte Carlo propagates each lepton through the

rock until the lepton reaches the detector. As the particles traverse the rock,

both GEANT and energy loss parameterizations estimate the energy loss of

the leptons any secondaries. Upon arriving at the detector, a detailed detector

simulation tracks the resulting particles and their Cerenkov light through the

detector until their energy falls below a threshold or they exit the simulation

boundaries.
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B. Atmospheric Neutrino Flux

The production chain for atmospheric neutrinos is fairly straightforward.

Protons, neutrons, and heavy nuclei, incident upon the atmosphere, interact

with atmospheric nuclei to produce mostly pions and kaons. In turn, those

pions and kaons decay into the muons, electrons, and neutrinos observed at the

surface.

1

p,± + vJ.l(DJ.l)

1

e± + DJ.l(vJ.l) + ve(De)

Currently, few models predict atmospheric neutrino fluxes in the Very High En

ergy (VHE) or Ultra High Energy (UHE) regions because most of the models are

designed to provide background calculations for nucleon decay searches. How

ever, there are several models that provide predictions at energies high enough to

be utile for upward-going muon analyses. Herein, three of these models provide

the needed fluxes.

The different models do not base their predictions solely on theory, but com

bine theoretical predictions with experimental observation. Because they share

the same experimental data, it is difficult to exactly quantify the systematic er

rors. First, all of them use the differential energy spectrum and composition of

the primary cosmic rays. Several balloon experiments have measured this spec

trum and thereby serve as inputs to the models. Second, the models must prop

erly account for the interaction of the primaries with the atmospheric nuclei in

order to obtain the kaon and pion fluxes. Accelerator data from hadron-hadron

collisions are abundant, and this is another commonality among the different

models. Third, because the kaon and pion decays provide leptons in addition to
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the neutrinos at sea level, the models share the sea level cosmic ray data as an

input. Magnetic spectrometer measurements at sea level provide a handle for

checking and tuning the models.

Although there are a few shared constituents to the models, the differences

exceed the similarities; it is those differences that permit an estimation of the

uncertainties. For instance, although the models share the same accelerator

data, a model builder must theoretically extrapolate the data to the needed

cross sections and energy regions. Different methods of extrapolation and differ

ent choices of data lead to different results. More important, the calculational

methods vary between the models. For example, Volkova bases predictions on

a one dimensional, analytical calculation, whereas Lee and Koh use a three

dimensional Monte Carlo simulation.

Figure 3.2 shows the muon neutrino flux rates predicted by Volkova, Mit

sui[54], and Butkevich for large neutrino energies. Table 3.1 also shows the

predictions from various models, including a new prediction from Bartol[55].

For neutrino energies smaller than 10 TeV, the models agree very well, with a

discrepancy of less than rv 20%. A new analysis by Perkins suggests that most of

the variance results from different assumptions of K/7f and the different calcu

lational techniques[56]. Although his predictions are lower than those of other

models, they are not yet complete in the detailed needed for this study. Above

10 TeV, the predictions diverge, although this is unimportant to this analysis

since most 1MB events are far below that energy region. Because the Volkova

model is well tested and its analytical predictions render its use free from ex

trapolation errors, this analysis uses the Volkova predictions at high energies.

However, it is not well suited for low energy predictions and so another model

is required.
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TABLE 3.1: <I>(vl-' + iiI-') predictions of different models in units of (GeV- 1.cm2 •

sr-1·sec-1 ) and the spread between them.

Ev Volkova Bartol Mitsui Butkevich u/J.L
10° 5.06x 10 2 3.08x 10 2 3.62x 10 2 4.22x 10 2 21%
101 4.38x 10-5 4.96x 10-5 4.29x 10-5 5.52x 10-5 12%
102 3.91 x 10-8 4.47x 10-8 3.61 x 10-8 4.50x 10-8 11%
103 2.48 x 10-11 2.12 x 10-11 2.29x 10-11 2.32x 10-11 6%
104 7.25x 10-15 7.19x 10-15 6.14x10-15 9%

103

Ell (GeV)

FIGURE 3.2: Muon neutrino fluxes predicted by Volkova (solid) and Butkevich

(dashed).

The differences between the Volkova, Butkevich, and Lee and Koh models

become notable below a few GeV. In fact, the Volkova prediction is assuredly

flawed at very low energies, because it omits effects caused by the geomagnetic

field. For that reason, the Monte Carlo uses the Lee and Koh predictions for

energies below rv 15 GeV; the Lee and Koh predictions correctly account for

the geomagnetic cutoff and are the prediction used in the contained interaction

analysis. Since this analysis searches for an effect observed in the contained
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data, some level of consistency in the Monte Carlo models is preferable. This

desire for consistency is one reason for choosing the Lee and Koh model over

other low energy predictions, like the Gaisser model[57]. However, Lee and Koh

do not provide predictions above a few GeV, so the Volkova model is still needed

in this region.

A power law fit to the Lee and Koh predictions yields the spline function for

the transition from Lee and Koh to Volkova fluxes. The neutrino flux prediction

fit well to a power law like the one shown in Equation 3.3.

(3.3)

In this equation, A and 'Yare fit constants. This function provides Lee and Koh

predictions up to the energy where it crosses the Volkova predictions. At that

energy and higher, the Monte Carlo uses the Volkova predictions. Table 3.2

shows the fit constants and energy crossover points used in this analysis.

TABLE 3.2: Fit constants for Equation 3.3.

JEvl max A
VJ.L 17.3GeV 0.4151
DJ.L 9.58 GeV 0.5411
V e 12.3 GeV 0.3939
De 6.45 GeV 0.5056

'Y
0.3085
0.2718
0.3658
0.3718

Figure 3.3 shows the Volkova, Lee and Koh spline, compared with the Butkevich

vJ.L fluxes at low energies. At low energies, the change in slope due to the

geomagnetic cut-off is apparent in the Lee and Butkevich predictions. The

Volkova model is much higher than the Lee and Koh model at these energies

because it lacks the geomagnetic cutoff effects. Although the Butkevich model

also accounts for geomagnetic effects, as is evident by the change in slope, its

overall normalization is much larger than the other models. In fact, it offers
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the highest predictions over the 1MB energy spectrum of any model, and thus

provides a comparison.
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FIGURE 3.3: Muon neutrino fluxes predicted by Volkova (solid), Butkevich

(dashed), and the Lee and Koh fit (dash dot).

Uncertainties in the primary cosmic ray flux and models of their interactions

with the atmosphere beget the predominant uncertainty in the predicted rate.

Several studies have tried to better quantify the uncertainties in the atmospheric

flux predictions. Most recently, a detailed analysis of the constituents in the

various models indicates that the absolute normalization uncertainty in the total

neutrino fluxes, <I>(1IJ.l + vJ.l) and <I>(lIe + ve ) , is rv 21% over the energy region

of interest [55]. This uncertainty results mostly from two uncertainties added

in quadrature. The 1<7 uncertainty on the absolute intensity of the primary

cosmic ray components and the uncertainty for the absolute meson yields are

each rv 15%. Taken together and assuming these are uncorrelated, the total

uncertainty is 21%.

The uncertainty in the predicted ratio of stopping to through-going muons

is much smaller, where stopping muons are defined as those muons with energies
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small enough so that they go below the Cerenkov threshold before exiting the

detector. The total uncertainty in the ratio is only r- 5%, because many of the

uncertainties tend to cancel out in the ratio. In other words, the calculation

depends on the shape of the primary energy spectrum, but not on the absolute

normalization. The same holds true for the meson yields and cross sections,

where the prediction no longer depends on the absolute numbers, but instead

on the energy dependence.

C. Neutrino Oscillations

The standard model considers neutrinos as massless, chargeless fermions

that interact via electroweak interactions. The effective Hamiltonian for weak

interactions only depends on two vector currents

(3.4)

where J~c is the charged current (W± exchange) and J~c is the neutral current

(ZO exchange).

Because ZO exchange mediates neutral current interactions, neutrinos of all

three flavors interact with the surrounding rock. In addition, neutral current

interactions conserve flavor; thus, the flavor transition probabilities occur for

vJ.lf-+ v; oscillations as if there is no surrounding matter. Doing so yields simple

equations for adding oscillation effects into the Monte Carlo prediction.

In addition to ZO exchange, electron neutrinos interact by exchanging a

W- with an atomic electron in the surrounding matter, as illustrated by Fig

ure 3.3. Therefore, the charged current cross sections depend on the density of

the medium and thereby make it difficult to solve the flavor transition probability

equations analytically. Instead, numerical integration of the coupled differential

equations is necessary.
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FIGURE 3.3: Additional terms to the charged current cross section for t/; and

De data.

1. Vacuum Oscillations

If the neutrino mass eigenstates differ from the flavor eigenstates, the flavor

states may be expressed as a linear combination of the mass eigenstates[58]. The

traditional mixing angle formalism provides a convenient parametrization of the

mixing[59].

( 'l/Jr) = ( co~ () sin ()) ('l/Jl)
'l/J J1. - sin () cos () 'l/J2

Now, putting these equations into the wave equation,

i :t I'l/J(t)) = tt; I'l/J(t))

(3.5)

(3.6)

in the diagonalized basis of'l/Jl and 'l/J2, yields two uncoupled differential equa-

tions.

(3.7)
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Rotating these equations into the 1/;T and 1/;I.t basis gives two coupled differential

equations

i d (1/;T(t)) _ 1 (-8m
2cos20

8m
2sin20) (1/;T(t)) (3.8)

~dt 1/;p.(t) - 4E 8m2sin 20 8m2cos 20 1/;p.(t)

which trivially solve for the flavor transition probabilities. For instance, the

probability of a muon remaining a muon is

(3.9)

Changing the variables into distance traveled in kilometers (L) and energy in

GeV (E) gives a more practical form of Equation 3.9.

. 2( ) . 2(1.278m
2L)

PV/l ->V/l = 1 - SIn 20 sm E (3.10)

This equation sufficiently describes the effects of 1/p.~ 1/T oscillations, but not of

1/p.~ 1/e oscillations. The search for 1/p.~ 1/e oscillations must also include matter

effects. Inserting an extra term into the coupled differential equations includes

matter effects into the equations. However, solving those equations requires

more effort.

2. Matter Effects

A space dependent cross term A(x) = 2V2GpNe(x)E(x) added into the

coupled differential equations (3.7) accounts for matter effects in the neutrino

flavor equations[60]. Including this term gives the new set of coupled differential

equations shown in Equation 3.10. However, these equations are not analytically

solvable for an arbitrary A(x), but only for simple models of earth density[58].



. d ('!f;e) 1 ( A - 8m2 cos 2() 8m2 sin 2B ) ('!f;e)
Zdx '!f;J.l = 4E 8m2 sin2B 8m 2 cos2(} - A '!f;J.I.
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(3.11)

Instead of an analytical solution, the simulation solves the differential equa

tions numerically using the fourth order Runge-Kutta technique with adaptive

step sizing. A model of earth density gives Ne(x) at each point on the track[61].

Figure 3.4 plots the density of the earth as a function of depth from the surface.
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FIGURE 3.4: Density of the Earth as a function of depth.

The complexities of this calculation necessitate a confirmation of its cor

rectness. One such test, see Figure 3.5, shows the probability of a vJ.l remaining

a vJ.l as a function of E/8m2 for a neutrino heading directly upwards through

the center of the Earth. An energy resonance point for any given 8m 2 is appar

ent from the graph. At that resonant energy, the probability of a vJ.l remaining

a vJ.l is zero. Many papers describe this example[60,62,63], thereby providing

a comparison - this calculation properly recreated all the plots. Moreover, it

matches the analytical vacuum oscillation equations when the density is set to

zero for all depths.
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FIGURE 3.5: Probability of lJ", remaining a lJw

3. Event Weighting

It is not practical to generate a different Monte Carlo sample for each set of

oscillation parameters tested. Instead, weighting the events to account for the

probabilities is far more feasible. Equation 3.12 shows the event weighting for

lJ",f-t u; oscillations.

(3.12)

We = 1

The weights for lJ", f-t lJe oscillation are a bit more complicated. The fluxes

multiplied by their respective oscillation probabilities and divided by the flux

without oscillations gives the proper weight for each event. Equation 3.13 shows

the weights.
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W
tL

= PtL tL (Ell , OZ)cpIIIl (Ell, Oz) + PetL(EII,OZ)cplle (Ell, Oz)
q)1I1l (Ell)

(3.13)

We = Pee (Ell ,Oz)cpII.(EII,Oz) + PtLe(EII,OZ)cpIIIl (Ell, Oz)
cpIIIl (Ell, Oz)

Since the events have already survived the analysis chain, the detection sensi

tivity is already assigned to each event. Using this method allows the oscillation

parameters to change easily, without a new Monte Carlo sample. However, this

weighting scheme causes some concern for the upward-going muon analysis.

The We weights could introduce a large error into the calculation; this

results from a combination of two problems. First, in the upward-going muon

energy range, cpIIIl is much greater than q)lI e ' This difference means that We is

a fraction with a large numerator and a comparatively small denominator, so

the weighting on each electron event is large. Second, because electrons shower

out in the rock, they rarely make it into the detector with enough energy to

trigger it; and even if they do, they must also make it through the shower cuts.

Because of these biases against electrons, relatively few electron events reach

the final Monte Carlo sample. Hence, the limit calculations could be sensitive

to the addition or subtraction of one of the large weight events. That sensitivity

would then render the limits inaccurate.

The first term in the numerator is fine. The second term requires a better

technique. To better account for those lJtL events that oscillate to a u; before

interacting in the rock, another Monte Carlo oscillates every lJtL into a t/, and

propagates the resulting showers into the detector, with GEANT providing the

simulated showering in the rock. By doing this calculation, a set of events results

that properly provide the second term in the numerator when multiplied by the

oscillation probability.
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The results from the 1IJ.l -+ lie simulation cannot go directly into the We

weight. Instead, the routine that totals the event counts includes showers with

another term. Equation 3.12 illustrates how the oscillation analysis counts the

events.

Nil>

N~ = L (J.l(Ei, Oi) W~
i=l

N e Nil>

N~ = L (e(Ei, Oi) Pe-+e(Ei, Oi) + L (e(Ei, Oi) PJ.l-+e(Ei, Oi)
i=l i=l

(3.13)

In this equation, ( represents the detection efficiency, which the data cuts and

scanning provide. NJ.l and N; represent the total number of discrete Monte

Carlo events of each type. In truth, this is only a simplified version, because

the routine separately accounts for anti-particles. However, it demonstrates the

concept.

As it turns out, this effort was unnecessary, as the weights on the electrons

are sufficiently small that both techniques yield the same results.

D. Neutrino Interaction Cross Sections

The Monte Carlo propagates each neutrino through space to its interaction

point, while it calculates the oscillation probabilities. It determines the point of

interaction using calculated differential cross sections. Reno and Quigg calcu

late the differential neutral-current and charged-current cross sections for UHE

neutrinos, including enhancements from small Bjorken x and high Q2[64]. This

analysis uses their formulae.

The inclusive cross section for the interaction between a neutrino and a

isoscalar nucleon (N == (n + p)/2)
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Vp.N ~ /1- + anything

expressed in terms of the Bjorken scaling variables x = Q212Mv and y = 1 

v/Ev is

d
2

(T 2G}MEv ( Mar )2{ (2 )2- 2}
dx dy = 7r Q2 + Mar xq x, Q ) + x(1 - y q(x, Q ) (3.14)

where _Q2 is the invariant momentum, v = (Ev - Ep.) is the energy loss in the

laboratory frame, M is the nucleon mass, Mw is the intermediate boson mass,

and GF is the Fermi constant. The composite quark distributions are

( Q
2) _ Uv (x, Q2) + dv (x, Q2) US (x, Q2) + ds(x, Q2)

q x, - 2 + 2

+ ss(x, Q2) + bs(x, Q2)

where the subscripts v and s indicate valence and sea contributions.

(3.15)

The second Eichten-Hinchliffe-Lane-Quigg parton distributions (EHLQ2)

provide the parton distributions needed in Equation 3.12[65]. These parton

distribution parameterizations are fits to accelerator data to provide parton

distributions over the invariant momentum range 5 GeV 2 < Q2 < 108 GeV 2.

The cross sections used in this analysis also include the QeD evolution of the

distributions suggested by Reno and Quigg. Figure 3.6 shows these cross sections

with a normalization that is described later.
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FIGURE 3.6: vJl (solid) and iJJl (dashed) cross sections using EHLQ2 parton dis-

tributions compared to linear fits to all accelerator cross section measurements.

Along with the previously mentioned cross sections, this analysis tests a

few different cross section models - the empirical model, the hybrid model, and

a straight line fit to the world data on neutrino-nucleon cross sections in this

energy range - to assess the effects of different assumptions.

The empirical model uses the EHLQ2 parton distributions, but varies the

overall normalization. It normalizes the total cross section predicted by the

EHLQ2 distribution to the linear region of the world data. Although it lacks

the increase in cross sections due to QeD evolution at very high energies, the

empirical model includes the turnover due to the finite W mass at about 10 Te'V;

This model is what the solid and dashed lines in Figure 3.6 show. Because this

is the "best" estimate, it is chosen to provide cross section estimates herein. The

hybrid model uses the EHLQ2 predictions at energies above 10 GeV. However,

it forces the simple linear proportionality to continue down below 10 GeV. A

simple straight line fit to the world data provides another model to use for

comparison.
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For high energy cross section predictions, the different models agree remark

ably well, with the high energy discrepancies at only a few percent. However,

the predictions clearly diverge at very low energies. From simply examining

the cross sections at different energies, it is difficult to fully assess the impact

of the low energy divergence on the 1MB data. Therefore, another calculation

convolves the different models with the surviving neutrino energy spectrum to

estimate the systematic uncertainty from the cross section prediction. Although

the different models can vary by as much as rv 15% in the low energies, that

analysis and one performed by Gaisser et al.[55] both indicate that the uncer

tainty is relatively small compared to the absolute normalization uncertainties

of the neutrino flux. In fact, the total uncertainty due to neutrino-nucleon cross

sections is rv 5%; when added in quadrature with the normalization uncertainty,

it is almost negligible. Figure 3.7 illustrates the error between renormalized

EHLQ2 predictions (empiricaQ and the straight-line fit to the world data.
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FIGURE 3.7: vI-' (solid) and vI-' (dashed) cross section ratios using EHLQ2

parton distributions and world data.
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E. Lepton Propagation

Once a neutrino interacts with the rock, the Monte Carlo propagates the

resulting lepton to the detector. This simulation must account for such energy

loss mechanisms as ionization, bremsstrahlung, pair production, and nuclear

interactions with the surrounding matter. In the most ideal case, the traditional

formula for muon energy loss by ionization alone[66],

dEdl = -a - (31n(EJl.j 11) (3.16)

where a = 1.9 MeV jcm and {3 = 0.08 MeV jcm in rock, might suffice. However,

the use of a detailed Monte Carlo like GEANT or better parameterizations

like those provided by Bezrukov and Bugaev[67] and Lohmann[68] is preferable,

because they account more accurately for muon energy losses over long distances

in rock.

The formulae of Bezrukov and Bugaev provide the muon energy loss for

this analysis. These parameterizations accurately account for rare events that

might only affect large distance scales, like fluctuations due to inelastic col

lisions and pair production[69]. Although a Monte Carlo like GEANT does

the job equally well - if not better - it is unnecessary and excessively time

consuming for muons. Because of that trade-off, GEANT was initially used

only on electrons. As CPU time became abundant later on, GEANT simula

tions replaced the muon energy loss parameterizations; however, the results did

not vary significantly. The Lohmann parameterizations would certainly suffice

also. It can be seen in Figure 3.8 that the difference between the Bezrukov

and Lohmann parameterizations are relatively small, so neither will change the

results significantly.
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FIGURE 3.8: dE/dX for Lohmann verses Bezrukov and Bugaev.

No currently available parameterizations work well for electron showering,

and the Monte Carlo must account for them. Although electrons formed in

the rock seldom reach the detector with enough energy to trigger 1MB, their

energy loss mechanisms produce showers. Tracking all shower particles to the

detector better reflects the energy deposited into it. Because it is necessary to

track the showers, a complete simulation is essential. This analysis uses GEANT

to propagate all electron events and their showers; therefore, it tracks all the

leptons through the rock.

Finally, the prediction must include the contribution from neutral current

interactions inside the detector; another well tested Monte Carlo provides those

interactions. The simulation first generates the neutral current interactions for

the IMB-3 phase of detector operation. However, none of those events survive

the analysis chain. Most of them have little energy - too little to fire a sufficient

number of tubes for the NT! cut. The fitters largely eliminate the few events

that survive that cut. Because the hadronic shower loses its energy very quickly

and fragments often, the detector records an event with a very short path length
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and poor timing residuals when compared to the single muon hypothesis of the

fitters. Finally, the scanner rejects the few that remain until the scanning stage

because of the bad timing.

Because no neutral current interactions survive in IMB-3, and IMB-l is far

less sensitive to low light levels, the expected number for IMB-l is also zero.

Therefore, the simulation assumes no neutral current events for the entire data

set.

F. Detector Response

When each particle arrives at the detector, a full detector simulation tracks

it and any secondaries inside until the particles exit, go far below the Cerenkov

threshold, or interact. The simulation tracks each particle while calculating

energy loss, scattering, interactions, and Cerenkov light generation; it is thor

oughly tested and very reliable. A thorough description of it and some of its

cross checks is available elsewhere[70].

A second benefit to the detector Monte Carlo program is that it produces

event files that mimic the files of real events. Instead of formulating a set of

rules and efficiencies to decide which simulated events would make it through

the analysis chain, the simulated events proceed through the exact same analysis

chain as the data, including scanning each event by hand.
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4. - NEUTRINO OSCILLATION ANALYSIS

A. Introduction

The discrepancy between the measured and predicted ratios of muon neu

trinos to electron neutrinos, in the 1MB contained events, motivates a study of

upward-going muons for a neutrino oscillation signal. Not only is it desirable

to test for oscillations in other data, but a search for the phenomenon using

the same detector and different data is desirable because of the similarities in

systematic errors and the overlapping oscillation parameter domains. Refuting

oscillation parameters favored by the contained analysis with the upward-going

analysis might provide a solid rebuttal or a clue to the origin of the anomaly.

The study of the 1MB upward-going muon data for neutrino oscillations

requires a comparison between the observed events and a Monte Carlo predic

tion. A four step Monte Carlo simulation, which includes the neutrino oscillation

effects, engenders the predicted events; Chapter 3 describes the Monte Carlo.

After generating the Monte Carlo events, both the real and Monte Carlo samples

must endure the same reduction chain. That sequence begins with a series of

computer algorithms and ends with human scanning of each event to reconstruct

track directions.

The analysis then checks the two emerging samples for consistency under

different neutrino oscillation hypotheses, using three different techniques for the

comparison. The first test checks for discrepancies in the absolute number of

events, including the large systematic uncertainties in predicting the absolute

flux. In the second technique, the ratio of events that stop in the detector to

those which exit the detector (SIT) furnishes a test with minimal systematic

error, since the errors tend to cancel through the ratio. The third test compares
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normalized zenith angle distributions for another trial, averting the absolute

normalization uncertainty. The zenith angle distributions is complementary to

the SiT ratio since it tests a different domain of oscillation parameters than

does the SiT ratio, while remaining free of the normalization uncertainty.

Because eliminating oscillation parameters favored by the contained events

is one goal of this analysis, calculating the preferred region from the contained

data is essential. To this end, the contained prediction acquires the oscillation

hypothesis. Changing the oscillation parameters yields different predictions.

Testing for statistical consistency between the measured and predicted flavor

ratios maps out a preferred region, which provides an area of interest for the

upward-going analysis.

B. Event Classification

Both real and Monte Carlo events endure the same algorithms, which clas

sify events as either contained, upward-going and stopping, upward-going and

through-going, downward-going, or junk. Every step along the analysis seeks to

eliminate junk events; these events include PMT flashes, electronic cross-talk,

power supply problems, electronic glitches, and others.

1. Contained

Determining that the primary interaction occurs within the fiducial volume

tags an event as contained. In addition, no interaction products can exit the

detector without their energy falling below the Cerenkov threshold. This re

quirement helps ensure accurate energy determination, since it is essential to

the search for nucleon decay. The contained analysis finds events by searching

for those that lack a high pe entry or exit point. Moreover, the Cerenkov rings

are often fuzzy and fit well to a point source rather than a moving particle.
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The initial algorithm that searches for contained events is a point fitter. In

other words, the algorithm assumes the source is a point of light and thereby

implies a certain relative timing between the PMT's. It searches the entire

volume for the point, which minimizes the PMT timing residuals. This technique

provides an estimate of the interaction vertex that is accurate to rv ±1 meter

and saves events with fit vertexes inside the fiducial volume, so that a physicist

may inspect them.

As previously mentioned, the goal of this procedure is to tag interaction

vertices as occurring either in or out of the detector. Because the detection and

background rejection efficiencies are not well characterized for vertices occurring

right next to a wall, a fiducial volume has virtual walls at which to make the

cuts. Doing so provides a region outside the target mass to reject entering

contamination, which gives a reasonable efficiency near the target edges. The

contained analysis uses virtual walls 2 m in from the physical walls.

Once classified as contained, another algorithm tags the event as either

showering or non-showering. The intent is to differentiate the flavor of each

neutrino as either "electron like" or "muon like". The details of the techniques

used are readily available[70]. After classifying the events, the atmospheric

composition analysis compares the ratio of the "muon like" events to the total

number of events in the data and in the Monte Carlo prediction.

In the data used herein, there are 935 contained events, with 507 of those

events falling within the aforementioned momentum cuts. As shown in Fig

ure 4.6, contained events tend to have lower energies than upward-going events;

they cover energies from 100 MeV to over 1 GeV. Section l.F shows the results

of the comparison.

2. Downward-Going

Downward-going event classification is simple, since almost every detector

trigger is downward-going. Thus, the saving criterion is essentially whether it
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triggers the detector. The only additional saving criteria are cuts to select events

with better resolution. Since the resolution is not known for each event, several

algorithms use parameters that are correlated with resolution. The downward

going muons used for astronomical searches result entirely from algorithmic sav

ing criteria: total event energy, event timing, FASTMU direction, speed of par

ticle reconstruction, and a few others. Chapter 5 describes these cuts in detail,

so the discussion is deferred until then.

3. Upward-Going

The upward-going muon analysis classifies events as upward-going by a

series of fitters and direction cuts. First, the events encounter a series of al

gorithms designed to cut out events that are probably downward-going. Two

algorithms accomplish this: PASSO and PASSl.

The data reduction algorithms are fairly simplistic in design, to avoid hidden

systematic errors and place the decision burden upon the physicists. The first

algorithm (PASSO) rejects events with too little light (NT1 < 400 for IMB-3) or

too much light (NT1 > 1900) to be reliably fit. For CPU efficiency, it uses the

data with only a partial calibration. In addition, it performs a simple entry-exit

fit to reject events with zenith angles of less than 840
, and it rejects events where

more than 22% of the tube hits are on the bottom, because they are likely to be

downward-going. This combination reduces the data set by a factor of f'.J 1000.

The second algorithm (PASSl) utilizes a more elaborate fitting routine to

remove events with zenith angles down to a few degrees from the horizon. This

gives another factor of f'.J 10 reduction to the data. It is far more CPU intensive

and thus deferred to the off-line analysis.

After surviving those algorithms, physicists visually scan each event. Dur

ing the scanning process, the physicist assigns a track direction to the event. It is
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this direction that finally determines whether or not the event is upward-going.

The scanning occurs in two steps. The first scan eliminates events that are junk

or obviously downward-going, and the remaining events form a preliminary data

set. Later, several physicists recheck the events and reach a consensus for the

official directional fit. Other descriptions of the data reduction processes are

available elsewhere[70,71,72].

4. Stopping

Stopping events have intial energies low enough that, as the particle losses

energy, their velocity falls below the Cerenkov threshold ({3c) before exiting the

detector. These events are characterized by having an entrance point, but no

identifiable exit point. Starting at the fit entrance point and following the fit di

rection forward to the wall indicates where the particle should exit. Around that

point, stopping events project a ring of light onto the wall, since the Cerenkov

light stops somewhere back from the wall, whilst through-going events have light

all the way to the exit point. Figure 4.1 illustrates the geometry of stopping

events compared to through-going, whereby the ring of light is obvious. Fig

ures 4.2 & 4.3 show what a real stopping muon and through-going muon look

like to the scanner. An additional clue that an event is a stopper, besides the

ring of light, is that through-going events usually have a high pe exit point and

stopping muons do not.
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FIGURE 4.1: Through-going muon track (a) and a stopping muon track (b).
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FIGURE 4.2: Stopping muon track.
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FIGURE 4.3: Through-going muon track.

An algorithm entitled the Beach Stopping Parameter (BSP) automates the

determination of stopping and through-going tracks. To do so, it takes the

fit track as the muon trajectory. It moves a cone along the last 5 meters of

the trajectory and totals the pe levels for every PMT in the Cerenkov cone.

After summing up the photon electron count, the BSP divides that number by

5 meters to find the average energy loss (dE / dx) along the last 5 meters of the

track. Although the energy of the particle is too close to minimum ionizing

to calculate the energy from dE/dx, Cerenkov radiation abruptly disappears at

the stopping point as the cone quickly collapses inward. Thus, (dE/dx) is much

smaller for events that stop, compared to those that exit, and so provides a

parameter to decide if an event stops or not.

The BSP cuts intersect just in between the stopping and through-going

(dE/dx) distributions, as shown in Figures 4.4 & 4.5 for IMB-l+2 & IMB-3

data respectively. Note that these events have already undergone the shower

cut, so the majority of these events are muons.
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FIGURE 4.4: (dE/dx) for IMB-l+2 events. The solid line represents the cutting

point.
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FIGURE 4.5: (dE/dx) for IMB-3 events. The solid line represents the cutting

point.

A slight shift appears in the IMB-l+2 data from the Monte Carlo pre

diction, resulting from the Monte Carlo scattering too little light outside the
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Cerenkov cone compared to the data. However, the more detailed Monte Carlo

used on IMB-3 data remedies that problem by tracking photons individually.

Either way, the stopping events are still clearly distinguishable from the through

going events.

5. Showering

Although the majority of upward-going events are muons, some electrons do

manage to make it to the detector. Since the neutrino oscillation analysis will use

the 1//-L disappearance handle, it must cut out the t/; and De (showering) events.

Once again, the analysis relies on an algorithm for a consistent determination.

The shower cut algorithm uses the fit track to project where the Cerenkov

cone should hit on the walls. As with the BSP, it moves this cone along the

track and totals the pe levels of the tubes inside to estimate (dE / dx), as well

as totaling the pe levels of tubes outside the cone. From those numbers, it

calculates the fraction of scattered light. For showering events, the light from

the shower goes far outside the confines of the cone. Showers also give off far

more light than single tracks. Thus, this algorithm is able to make a cut in a

parameter space with fraction of scattered light and (dE / dx) being the axis.

Figures 4.6 & 4.7 show how events in IMB-3 look in this space.
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Monte Carlo events.

These plots illustrate how the two can be fairly well separated. The square

boxes show where the cuts are made. The cuts are optimized to include the
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maximal number of muons, while still removing the majority of the electrons.

They are chosen this way because the muons are the primary interest and high

numbers give the best statistical sensitivity. The systematic uncertainty in de

termining if an event is a vp. with this technique is rv 1%.

C. Upward-Going Muon Comparison Techniques

This analysis compares the upward-going muons to the prediction in three

different ways. The first technique seeks to maximize the statistical power by

comparing the total number of events. The second test attempts to avert the

large systematic uncertainty in the absolute prediction by comparing a ratio

that depends upon the energy spectra. The third technique seeks to exclude

a different region of parameter space than the other two by using the zenith

angle information to test for distance dependent effects. All three tests provide

meaningful limits to the oscillation parameters.

1. Absolute Rate

The first test compares the total number of events recorded and predicted;

thus, it tests for differences in the absolute fluxes integrated over detector live

time. Integrating the flux of upward-going muons over all energies, solid angle,

and live-time yields the total number of events.

(4.1)

Equation 3.1 provides d~~dn' This technique is conceptually promising, because
I"

it creates a test statistic with a large number of events in it; thus, the statis-

tical uncertainty is small. In practice, however, this method is limited by the

systematic uncertainty in the predicted rate.
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Uncertainties in the primary cosmic ray flux and models of their interactions

with the atmosphere beget the predominant uncertainty in the predicted rate.

As shown in Chapter 3, these uncertainties limit the prediction of the absolute

event rate by ±21%, and that large systematic uncertainty renders the search

bereft of efficacy. Examining both the statistical and systematic errors highlights

the systematic dominance. With 617 events used in this search, the statistical

error is 1'V4%. When added to the 21% systematic error in quadrature, the total

error increases to 21.4%; the statistical uncertainty is negligible.

The 1MB detector recorded a total of 666 upward-going events and pre

dicted 632 ± 129 using the V+LK flux. The measured number is 0.260- higher

than predicted, but well within errors. After applying the cuts intended to re

move electron events, 617 events remain in the observed sample. In the Monte

Carlo sample, 616.3 events remain from the V+LK flux, 734.3 events remain

using the Butkevich flux, and 666.6 remain using just Volkova. Note that these

numbers do not include oscillation effects.

2. SiT Ratio

The second technique uses the ratio of events that stop in the detector

to those that exit the detector. In other words, this analysis counts stopping

events separately from those classified as through-going. When integrated over

detector live-time, two totals emerge: the total number of through-going events

(NT) and the total number of stopping events (Ns). Then, the ratio of the two

totals

R= Ns
NT
E'

Ns = JdE/l JdO Jdt d~:~n
o n

(4.2)
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serves as a test statistic, where E' is the maximum energy for an event to stop

in the detector.

This technique proves to be powerful because of the different energy spectra

for stopping and through-going muons. Figure 4.8 illustrates the Monte Carlo

predicted energy spectrum of different types of events in 1MB.
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FIGURE 4.8: Monte Carlo predicted energy spectrums for different types of

events in the 1MB detector.

From this figure, it is apparent that the stopping and through-going events

have different energy spectra. Since the likelihood of an event stopping in the

detector is a function of the particles energy, this ratio tests for an alterations

of the energy spectrum of incoming muons.

In addition to it being sensitive to smaller 8m2 , this ratio affords a tech

nique that is less sensitive to absolute flux and cross-section normalization un

certainties because they tend to cancel in the ratio. Studies estimate that the

systematic uncertainty of this calculation is rv5%[55], essentially due to uncer

tainty in the shape of the II energy spectrum. The data used in this analysis

contains 85 stopping events and 532 through-going events, giving a ratio of
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R = (1.6 ± 0.6) x 10-1 . The Monte Carlo predicts 84 ± 17 stopping events and

533 ± 107 through-going events using Volkova+LK, or R = (1.6 ± 0.1) x 10-1 .

3. Zenith Angle Distribution

One advantage of the 1MB detector over many others is its almost uniform

acceptance over all angles. A test that exploits this fact could provide a tech

nique to avert the normalization uncertainty. The zenith angles provide a test

for neutrino oscillations, because the distance travelled by a neutrino is a func

tion of its zenith angle. In addition, most of that distance is through a dense

medium, namely the Earth. A technique using the zenith angle information

utilizes the difference in distances traveled convolved with the energy spectrum

to search for oscillation effects.

The methodology used herein is simple; it compares the measured and

Monte Carlo predicted zenith angle distributions. The upward-going muon sky

is divided into ten equal cos () bins - see Figure 4.9. The equal cos () bins provide

equal solid angle coverage and thus minimize statistical uncertainties caused by

the binning. Also visible in Figure 4.9 is the changing distance with zenith an

gle. There is a large difference in distances for the bins near cos () = 0, so most

of the variation should occur in those bins.
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FIGURE 4.9: Zenith angle bins.

Figure 4.10 shows the zenith angle distributions of the measured and pre

dicted events. The solid histogram shows the prediction without the effects

of neutrino oscillations, and the dotted histogram represents the prediction for

sirr' 28 = 0.8 and 8m2 = 0.5. Although the shape changes, the greatest effect of

neutrinos oscillations is in the overall normalization. Just integrating fluxes over

solid angle would still include a 21% uncertainty in the prediction. However,

normalizing these distributions together affords a test that is independent of

that uncertainty, and only adds one more degree of freedom to the test statistic.

The dashed histogram shows that same prediction renormalized to the data; this

is the tested distribution.
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FIGURE 4.10: Zenith angle distributions for data (points), prediction without

oscillations (histogram), prediction with one set of values (dashed), and that

same prediction renormalized.

To measure the significance of the differences in the two distributions, the

X2 variable serves as a testing statistic.

((
)

i ( )i)210 d<p!, d<p!, 2

X2 = L ([""C()S9 obs - ~ ([""C()S9 Me + (I -1)
i=l a, O'''Y

(4.3)

Using the X2 in this form makes the assumption that the correlations between

the poisson fluctuations in the overall normalization and the poisson fluctuations

for each bin are negligible. Given the large systematic uncertainty relative to the

statistical uncertainty, this is probably true. Further, this technique is preferable

as a direct comparison to other results using the same technique.

The significance of the X2 is measured in the most straight forward manner.

The Monte Carlo prediction serves as the null hypothesis and the random chance
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probability of obtaining X2 > X~bs directly determines the significance of the

difference.

D. Contained Event Preferred Region

The deficit of muon neutrinos in the contained data is the primary moti

vation for the upward-going muon analysis. Key to this analysis is defining a

preferred region for the contained events. Such a region displays those areas of

oscillation parameter space can account for the measured deficit. Thus, if the

upward-going muon analysis excludes all of the preferred region, it completely

rejects the neutrino oscillation hypothesis as an explanation for the vj.l deficit.

Two different techniques provide allowed regions, each designed to test a

different region. Taken together, they outline the entire region of allowed os

cillation parameters. That region is the most interesting for the upward-going

analysis to test.

Both tests originate from the same principles as the upward-going analy

sis, and a detailed Monte Carlo provides the expected observation. Because the

detection sensitivity is reasonably close for muon and electron neutrinos, the

neutrino oscillation hypothesis enters into the analysis as a probability weight

for each Monte Carlo event. In fact, the analysis uses the same weighting scheme

as for the upward-going muons, as shown in Equation 3.12. After choosing a

test statistic, excluding different parameters becomes simply a matter of recalcu

lating the oscillation weights for each event. As with the upward-going sample,

the prediction includes weights for both vj.lf--+ V T and vj.lf--+ V e oscillations.

The first test statistic is also the most obvious. Since the ratio

R = Np. (4.4)
Ne+Np.

provides a strong test for the deficit of muon neutrinos, it also serves as an

optimal test for different oscillation parameters. Thus, any region preferred by

this technique can explain the measured deficit.
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5. - DOWNWARD-GOING MUON ANALYSIS

A. Introduction

Downward-going muons are the primary background to the upward-going

muon analysis; they also contain information about the cosmic ray spectrum,

content, and high energy interactions, although this is not easily extracted. They

might also carry information about astronomical sources, although they only

provide an indirect observation. Moreover, obtaining that information requires

isolating the astronomical signal from the background; although difficult, it is

possible. More spectacular, though certainly questionable, recent results from

the Soudan collaboration and others suggest that a signal in downward-going

muons from cosmic point sources is observable in underground muon detec

tors[44,73]. The experiments claim a statistically significant signal correlated

with radio outbursts of Cygnus X-3. On the other hand, many results from

other experiments, including previous studies of 1MB data, do not confirm the

burst-correlated signal claims[74,75,76,77].

The prevailing view currently holds that insufficient evidence exists to affirm

the hypothesis that Cygnus X-3 is an observable point source of downward

going muons. The assertion is not unfounded though, as there is a history in

cosmic ray studies of anomalies, which later are revealed as pointing to new

physics. Some anomalies remain unexplained, some are probably experimental

problems, and some have led to important physics. Nevertheless, some nagging

peculiarities in the downward-going muon flux remain and necessitate further

study. This chapter presents three analyses to test the point source hypothesis:

a muon flux map of the entire sky, a cone search around 13 objects chosen a
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priori (both search for long term, DC point sources), and a search for a burst

correlated signal from Cygnus X-3.

The 1MB detector triggered on more than 3.5 x 108 downward-going muons,

and this analysis uses approximately 5.0 x 107 of them or 14%. So few of the

triggered events are actually used because few of them were saved. Until the later

half of the operation, the price of storage media was prohibitively expensive,

especially for saving background events. The decision to discard downward

going muons, until the storage cost became reasonable, as well as the large

amount of data that is unusable because of flashers or other problems, eliminated

80.7% of the downward-going muon triggers. Further, many of those saved were

later removed due to the necessary cuts for accurate pointing; approximately

27.3% did not pass.

A very important and first step to the analysis is accurately fitting the

direction from where each muon came. Rather than physicists scanning each

one by hand, which would be prohibitive with this size of sample, an algorithm

reconstructs the trajectory of each muon. With the directions found, and the

resolution of the reconstruction algorithm well characterized, a choice of coordi

nate systems and a searching technique yields a test for statistically significant

points. Of course, the knowledge of the background is necessary to find a statis

tically significant signal above it. The Bootstrap resampling technique provides

an estimate of the background.

B. Direction Fitting

An important part of almost any astronomical search is to accurately point

back to the source. For muon astronomy, this necessitates an accurate recon

struction of the muon direction, which an algorithm (FASTMU) handles. A

detailed description of the algorithm is available elsewhere[70], but a basic de

scription follows.
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A cluster of PMTs with early hits characterizes the typical entry point of

a muon, and a cluster of late hits surround the exit point. FASTMU uses that

information to reconstruct the muon trajectory. The simplicity of the algorithm

allows it to reconstruct tracks quickly and efficiently, which in turn, permits its

execution on almost every event in the on-line computer. Although there are

several on-line reconstruction algorithms, FASTMU is the most accurate and

reliable for the type of events studied herein.

FASTMU first locates the 20 earliest PMT hits and the 20 PMTs with

the largest pulse height. To give preference to clusters of hits, rather than

individual noise hits, it weights each hit by the number of nearest neighbors

that also trigger. After weighting the PMTs, the algorithm performs another

pass to find which combination of entry and exit clusters minimizes the difference

of the velocity between the two clusters and the speed of light. Finally, it fits

the clustered tubes to

(5.1)

where fi is the position of a tube, t; is the time, Xo is the position at time to,

and 11 is the fit velocity. Ideally, the fit speed (IIVII = cr ) should equal the speed

of light (cr = c); thus, it serves as a check on the fit quality.

C. Resolution

The determination of muon direction has a finite resolution, convolving the

scattering and reconstruction resolutions; understanding that resolution is es

sentiaL As with many other aspects of large water Cerenkov detectors, indirect

measurements provide estimates of the resolution of the detector, including the

reconstruction algorithm (FASTMU). The calculation combines other measure

ments with physical understanding to produce a reliable Monte Carlo simulation.
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In turn, that simulation provides the needed events for indirectly calculating pa

rameters like resolution. In addition to using Monte Carlo events, employing real

data with direction fits provided by physicists gives another way to test the res

olution. However, that test has the resolution of the physicist convolved into it.

Luckily, the different techniques used for measuring the resolution all result in

agreeing estimates of the resolution.

The Monte Carlo is a powerful tool for many different types of parameter

estimation, of which the angular resolution is one example. The Monte Carlo

simulation generates a set of simulated events with the the correct energy spec

trum and the physical resolutions and noise built in. It also explicitly states

where the simulated muon source lies. Therefore, running the direction fitting

algorithm on those events yields a set of fitted track directions and true source

directions. The resolution of the fitting algorithms is easily estimated thereafter.

Multiple scattering of the muons, as they traverse the rock and kinematic

scattering of any interactions in the atmosphere, contributes an additional error

to the direction determination. However, their effects are small compared to

the resolution of the fitting algorithm. Most of the primaries have energies

greater than 1 TeV, if the muon is to make it to the detector. At those energies,

the kinematic scattering angles are extremely small in the frame of the Earth.

Multiple scattering is included into the Monte Carlo simulation; however, it

also contributes little to the resolution. The pointing error caused by multiple

scattering for a typical event is lTmul ~ 0.10
• The magnetic field is also negligible.

In addition to a Monte Carlo providing true directions, human scanning

provides a direction against which to test. The benefit of using real data is that

they have all of the small detection inefficiencies that the Monte Carlo simulation

may exclude. Since hand scanning of real data includes a reconstruction uncer

tainty associated with the person who scans the event, one must deconvolve that

uncertainty or assume that it is small in comparison to the algorithmic recon

struction uncertainty, if one is to use the fit as the true direction. This technique
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compliments the Monte Carlo analysis by testing for any detector effects that

are not properly simulated and might also affect the ability of the algorithm to

reconstruct the direction.

This analysis uses two different Monte Carlo samples to measure the reso

lution. The criteria that select the first sample of 1988 ideal downward-going

muons (cos 0 rv 1, high energies, no electronic problems) minimize the geomet

rical effects on the algorithm. Each sample has the same energy spectrum and

content as the data. Because event topology might play a large role in deter

mining the direction, it is also useful to simulate events with the same geometry

as the data. A second set, using the measured event topology distributions of

cosmic rays, provides a sample of 3043 muons to test for the geometrical effects

and to find the best resolution estimate of the measured events.

The first sample has quasi cylindrical containment of the primary directions.

In other words, all particle tracks enter the detector through the top and within

some radius from the center. They must exit through the bottom within that

same radius from the center of the bottom. This containment criterion creates

a sample, which is almost entirely comprised of ideal downward-going muons.

Each event has a zenith angle close to 0°, enters the detector near the center

of the top face, and exits somewhere near the center of the bottom face. The

second sample has events from a range of angles, as the angular distribution

reproduces the distributions observed in the data.

The distributions of opening angles between the true and fitted directions

(0) should sample Fisher distributions[78]. The Fisher probability distribution

(Equation 5.2) correctly provides the distribution of point source events smeared

by some resolution, while also accounting for phase space considerations.

j(O) = A sinOekcos/J (5.2)
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In the small angle approximation, a more common representation is the two

dimensional gaussian.

(5.3)

Given data sampled from either distribution, the angular resolution ((]") is di

rectly proportional to the RMS.

(5.4)

Although this calculation is simple, it often yields a useless result. Because

the RMS calculation sums the squares of the angles - and there are very few

small angles due to the little solid angle available out to small angles - the

large angle outlying points dominate the calculation, thereby destabilizing the

calculation. As one outlier is added or taken way, the calculated resolution can

change significantly.

A different approach to the calculation minimizes this dependence on out

liers. Bringing the sin () factor over to the other side produces a roughly gaussian

distribution.

f(9) 9 2

-- = ekcos9 f".J e-2;2
sin 9

(5.5)

Once again, the resolution is a simple function of the RMS. However, this method

is stable to the addition or removal of a few points. On that basis, this technique

is preferable to the other.

Figure 5.1 shows this distribution for the cosmic ray Monte Carlo sample,

and Figure 5.2 shows the distribution for Equation 5.5 to better illustrate the

width. All the different tests indicate a resolution of f".J 2.7°. From this calcula

tion, and a consistency check with previous measurements[70,71,72], leads one
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to assume that the FASTMU resolution is a = 2.70 for the remainder of this

analysis. With the resolution measured and understood, a searching technique

is required next.
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FIGURE 5.1: Angular difference between true and FASTMU fit for Monte Carlo

sample.
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D. Cone Searching

Counting events that arise within a certain angular distance from the po

tential source is referred to as cone searching. Because the direction of each

muon is smeared by the detector resolution, and straight on-source counting

has no solid angle in which muons can fall, cone searching counts all events

within some angular distance from the source. The trick to this techniques lies

in determining what size cone to use. If the cone is too small, too many source

muons deviate outside the cone and the source appears insignificant. If the cone

is too large, the number of background muons overwhelms the number of source

muons, so the statistical significance of the observation is removed. The ideal

cone size maximizes the statistical significance of an observation.

Since the detector resolution smears each muon by f(f)), integrating f(f))

over the cone represents the signal. Over reasonably small cone angles, a good
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approximation asserts that the background is flat, which integrated out to (Jc is

1 - cos (Jc' One way to express the statistical significance of an observation is

by the number of standard deviations the signal 8 is away from the background

N. Since the background is counting data, the standard deviation is Poisson or

aN = m. Therefore, the significance of a measurement, or the sensitivity of a

given cone size, is 81m.

211" ()e

~ - VI _lcos (Jc Jd¢ Jd(J f((J)

o 0

(5.6)

Analytically maximizing this function indicates that a cone half-angle of (Jc =

1.585a maximizes the sensitivity. Therefore, an angle of (Jc = 1.585 x 2.70
rv 4.30

is optimal for the downward-going muon analysis.

In addition to these calculations, another Monte Carlo simulation checks

the results. Using the previously found resolution distributions, the simulation

injects a fake signal into a flat background. Testing this sky map against a

flat background yields a graph of SIm for many different cone half-angles, as

seen in Figure 5.3. As shown by the previous calculation, the sensitivity clearly

maximizes at rv 4.30
• Therefore, this technique confirms 4.30 as the correct cone

angle to use.
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E. Background Calculations

Signals in multi-dimensional angular data usually appear as a correlation

between a particular set of angles and times; taken together, they all point to one

place in some coordinate system. Comparing the measurement to a background

determines the significance or strength of the signal. Conventional schemes

assume the background follows some assumed function and the errors result

from an assumed probability distribution. Otherwise, a theoretical calculation

provides the background. A large systematic uncertainty often dominates the

oretical techniques, leaving them insensitive to small signals. Such techniques

are appropriate for large signal to noise ratios, but untrustworthy otherwise.

Searching for small correlation signals in a noisy background requires a tech

nique that minimizes assumptions. Extending the original Bootstrap resampling

technique[79,SO] to correlated signals provides such a method.

Searching for small correlation signals in noisy, detection biased data lends

itself to a variation in the original Bootstrap technique. Integrating the detector
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efficiency and the event flux over time and cone solid angle yields the number

of muons expected within a given angular cone.

s.; = jdt j jdn ((0, ¢, t) :~~t
cone

(5.7)

In Equation 5.7, ((0, ¢, t) is the detection efficiency, which is a function of local

angles and time. The primary time dependence of the efficiency is the detec

tor live-time; the detector is sometimes turned off for maintenance and further

dead-time results from various other reasons. Except in very unusual circum

stances, there should be little correlation between the angular efficiency and the

live-time; therefore, ( can be broken into two parts, as shown in Equation 5.8,

assuming there is no correlation.

((0, ¢, t) = €(o,¢)TJ(t) (5.8)

Assuming there are no strong correlations from point point sources, the angular

and time components of the flux are also separable, as displayed in Equation

5.9.

dipJ1.
dn dt = r.p(0, ¢) iJ(t)

So, the integral in Equation 5.7 now becomes as shown.

s.; = jjdn €(0,¢)r.p(0,¢) jdtTJ(t)iJ(t)
cone

= JJdn e(O,¢) jdtTJ'(t)
cone

(5.9)

(5.10)

Now, e represents a convolution of the angular detection efficiency and angular

component of the muon flux. Figure 5.4 shows a lego-plot of €' over all angles.
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Because f) is plotted instead of cos f), ( decreases rapidly near f) = 0° because

of the decreasing phase space. Examining the coordinate system (shown in

Figure 2.1) once again reveals why more events are fit near cP = 90° or 2700


the effective area is larger in those directions. It is also interesting to note the

preference for fits on the walls rather than in a corner. This results from the

algorithm's decreased sensitivity to events in corners.

90

o ell 360

FIGURE 5.4: Lego-plot of ( over all f) and cP.

The r,' function gives the time dependence of the muon flux and detector live

time. A plot of the fraction of events as a function of local sidereal time, as shown

in figure 5.5, illustrates the r/ distribution. A simple Monte Carlo integration

now evaluates the integral.
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FIGURE 5.5: Distribution of local sidereal time.

The data provide a discrete sampling of the two distributions and thereby

can be used directly to represent e' and r/. The local angle pair ((), </» for each

event represents a sampling from eand the absolute event time samples r/; thus,

sampling ((), </» pairs independently of local times and calculating N exp results

in a Monte Carlo integration of Equation 5.7.

Bootstrap resampling provides an estimate of the probability distribution.

Repeating the integration gives many estimates of Nexp , each corresponding to

a sample of the total distribution. Since each N ex p represents a sample from the

parent distribution, binning the estimates together reproduces that distribution.

Then, testing the observed number N against that distribution yields the ran

dom chance probability of observing N. Because the number of events is large,

and this techniques counts events either within a cone (a priori sources) or an

angular square (sky maps), the resulting distribution approximates a gaussian

with a width of 0' = ..jNexp •

As there is no systematic selection of the values used in this integration,

it incorporates the signal into the background estimate. This leads to a con

servative background estimate. A common criticism of background subtraction
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techniques is that slight variations in the assumed background shape can cause

the result to vary wildly, indicating the results are untrustworthy. Bootstrap re

sampling calculates the background with the signal included and no assumptions

about its shape, thereby producing a conservative, stable estimate. As previ

ously demonstrated, this estimate is also free of the many assumptions normally

made. All together, this technique yields a sensitive and trustworthy result.

As with any Monte Carlo calculation, bootstrap resampling relies heav

ily on a pseudo-random number generator. Since this calculation supposedly

removes correlations, it is essential that virtually no correlation exist in the ran

dom numbers used. Many generators are unreliable, as they tend to have a

slightly non-uniform distribution or a bad time reoccurrence correlation. Al

though tolerable for everyday calculations, they are undesirable for small sig

nals. Therefore, this analysis uses two good random number generators: ran l

from "Numerical Recipes" [81], which does well under Knuth's spectral test[82]

and produces extremely uniform numbers but is much slower than most, and a

quicker, high grade generator supplied with UNIX (random).

The error on the mean background estimate converges slowly, thereby neces

sitating many repetitions of this procedure to get a precise estimate. The error

of the mean of a sampled distribution approaches the true mean as 11m. For

this reason, the background estimation repeats the integration as many times as

CPU time permits. This analysis uses 700 bootstrapped maps for most of the

background calculations

With the probability distribution in discrete form, calculating the confi

dence intervals is simple. Instead of integrating the binned distribution, count

ing the number of background estimates above and below the test value allows

an estimate of the significance free from binning effects. The random chance

probability trivially results from the relation.
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(5.11)

If the estimates are binned, the probability is also available from the histogram,

but a slight loss of precision results from the binning.

F. Flashers

During its 9 years of operation, the 1MB detector encountered various PMT

defects. The most notable one is termed flasher. Some of the tubes installed

in the 1MB detector periodically alternate from detecting light to radiating it,

usually just prior to complete failure as the PMT loses vacuum. They usually

degrade on a scale of hours to days, and are then found and turned off. A flasher

sends out a conic wave of photons, which resembles a Cerenkov cone in pattern,

but not in timing; the duration of light is longer than microseconds, whereas

real events occur in nanoseconds. Those photons trigger the detector as would

any other event, but are easily distinguishable from the data.

Flashers are a potential hazard to any sort of astronomy with the 1MB

detector. In equatorial coordinates, a flasher appears as a signal sweeping across

some declination band. Because they threaten the integrity of the data, avoiding

them is essential for the downward-going muon analysis. Luckily, they are rare

and tagging them is not too difficult.

Although it was designed for another purpose, the DREAM buffer mod

ule[70] tags many of the high rate flashers. Because it is limited in depth, the

DREAM signals the on-line computer to enter pipeline mode when the event

rate becomes too high for it to handle. Instead of running FASTMU and other

algorithms on the events, the computer saves each event. This system is de

signed to catch bursts of events, which a high rate flasher creates. Thus, this
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analysis bypasses events without FASTMU fits or those with the pipeline flag

set.

Flashers with a high enough rate to interfere, but low enough to not trigger

the pipeline mode are tagged in the upward-going and contained analysis chains.

They do not present a problem for those analyses because they are easily seen.

However, the downward-going analysis relies entirely on software, and tagging

individual events as a flasher is difficult to do in software. Therefore, this analysis

also skips all tapes with any flashers found in the other analyses. To validate

this system for eliminating flashers, another algorithm checks the output for

flashers.

After the data endures the various cuts, a routine searches the remaining

data set for small burst signals, and another routine searches for entry point

correlations using a parameter a defined by

(5.12)

A physicist then scans any suspect time regions found by this procedure. If the

region contains a flasher, the entire tape is skipped.

While it is possible that a very low frequency flasher may still escape these

cuts, it is so small in comparison to the entire set that it is negligible to this

analysis. Moreover, because the background generation uses the actual event

times and directions, the background predictions would include the flashers. A

low frequency flasher would only slightly raise the prediction in its declination

band; thus, marginally lowering the significance of any signals in the band.

Finally, if point sources are found, the times from that point can be later

separated. Those times are then searched to see if the excess comes from some

short time interval. If so, scanning all of the events in that time region shows

whether any may have been involved.
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G. Data Cuts

The downward-going muon analysis saves events based on several criteria.

The first roughly corresponds to an energy cut; the number of PMTs hit in an

event (NTl) must exceed 400, as well as be susceptible to fitting by the FASTMU

algorithm. In other words, if the fitting algorithm failed to reconstruct the event,

the event is useless. The algorithm also reconstructs the speed of light based

upon its current fit. That speed must lie within a given range. The event must

also have an absolute time corroborated by at least two clocks. Two algorithms

perform these cuts: STRIPO and STRIPl.

STRIPO is responsible for implementing most of the cuts. It reads every

tape ever written by IMB-3, except those with any tagged flashers on them. It

eliminates all events with NTI < 400, because FASTMU performs unreliably

below that threshold. It also discards any events where FASTMU failed to

recreate a track. Finally, it removes all events whose reconstructed speed of

light Cr does not fall into the acceptable range.

STRIPO removes from the sample any event with a Cr that is not in the range

2.1 x 1010 em]S :::; Cr :::; 3.9 X 1010 em]s, A study of the resolution distributions

from the Monte Carlo and hand fit data samples produced this cut. Although

the study searched for correlations between the resolution and muon energy,

NTl, zenith angle, and dE / dx, only one correlation is strong enough to provide

a useful cut. Poorly fit events tend to have a poorly reconstructed speed of

light. For instance, careful scanning placed 540 real events into two categories:

GOOD or POOR. The GOOD and POOR tags correspond to the quality of fits.

The GOOD sample has a Cr = (2.875 ± 0.019) x lOl 0cm/s, whereas the POOR

sample has a Cr = (2,474±0.088) x lOl 0cm/s. Although the mean values are not

an ideal test statistic for this situation, they clearly show a difference of 4.50".
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STRIPO read in 8.1 x 107 events initially. After performing all of its cuts,

5.7 X 107 events remain. Therefore, the saving efficiency for the algorithm aver

aged over the entire data set is approximately 70%.

STRIPO outputs events in the Muon Summary Record Compact (MSRC)

format. Appendix A shows the content of these records. Appendix A also shows

the content of the MSRCC format, which the next program (STRIP1) outputs.

A small size is one advantage of the MSRCC format, but its binary and file

structures are the primary advantage; they are portable across different plat

forms. This allows the five DEC 5000s and three IBM RS6000s, available at the

University of Hawaii, to provide the computational power to resolve coordinate

transformations, bootstrap resampling, cone counting, Moon tracking, et cetera.

H. Absolute Event Time

STRIP1 achieves the compact format by deciding on the absolute time of

each muon. Each event usually has three clock times recorded with it: WWV,

VAX, and a 218 Hz scalar. The WWV clock is described in more detail in

Chapter 2. The on-line computers has an internal clock (VAX) and the data

aquisition electronics include a 218 Hz scalar. None of the clocks perform well

enough individually to provide all the times. This necessitates a time decision

based upon as many clocks as are available.

The WWV clock is the most accurate and precise of the three. However,

it is sometimes missing from the event header for one reason or another. It

also has a rarely occurring sticky bit in one output word. Although the clock is

usually very accurate, it is sometimes off by a few seconds because of that bit.

The VAX internal clock suffers from its own problems too, not the least of

which is accuracy. On the other hand, the accuracy is suitable for this analysis,

because the reconstruction resolution is much larger. As with the WWV time,
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the event header sometimes lacks the VAX time. Further, it changed from local

time to universal time in the middle of data taking; STRIPl accounts for that

change.

Finally, the 218 Hz scalar provides another clock. While it is both reliable

and accurate to a resolution far better than that of FASTMU, it only gives

relative time. The scalar starts from some random time that the electronics

powered up. It rolls over to 0 once it reaches 218 • Regardless of any short

comings, it serves as a vital check and backup to the other clocks.

Taken together, these three clocks provide substantial checks and backups

to ensure an accurate event time for most events. However, it is desirable that

the events recorded in chronological order be reasonably close in time to each

other. So, the algorithm actually uses four clocks, the fourth being the cosmic

ray rate.

STRIPl checks the clocks for stochastic consistency with a brief history of

the previous times. In doing so, it is actually using the cosmic ray rate as a clock

that is good to ,....., 1 minute. Before deciding and saving its first event, it finds a

series of events with two or three clock consistency and loads those times into

a FIFO buffer. Then, it proceeds through the rest of the events. Every time it

decides on a time for an event, that time enters the buffer and knocks the oldest

one out.

Primarily, STRIPl relies on the WWV time when it is available, because

of its accuracy and precision. To detect the sticking bit, it tests for stochastic

consistency with previous times and for consistency with the other clocks, es

pecially the scalar. This means, that if one WWV time is off by days or many

seconds, it is disregarded. If the VAX and scalar clocks are consistent with each

other and the buffered times, it uses the VAX time with a correction factor that

synchronizes it to the good WWV times. Although there are many other crite

ria that permit STRIPl to save the time, few were ever used. All of the saved

events have at least two clocks.
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TABLE 5.1: Distribution of time selection criteria in STRIP1 before date selec-

tion.

Percent
50.1%

2.0%
37.3%

8.2%

Criteria
All three clocks agree within 60 ms

WWV and corrected VAX agree
WWV and scalar agree

Corrected VAX and scalar agree

Table 5.1 shows the relative proportion of events saved by the different

criteria. The other criteria saved no events, so they are missing from the table.

This table shows that at least 50.1% of the events had all three clocks, without

any corrections, agreeing to within 60 ms of each other. Further, approximately

90% of them use the WWV time after it is checked with at least one other

clock. Not only does the coincidence between several clocks imply correctness,

but the required consistency with the cosmic ray triggering rate insures that it

is reasonable.

1. Live-Time

It is difficult to differentiate between detector live-time, which is a func

tion of data cuts and electronic dead-time, and time coverage of the data set.

However, it is necessary to do so because the live-time is an important factor in

the flux calculation from a potential source. The time coverage results from two

different calculations. An estimate of the live-time results from testing small,

continuous runs of data against the cosmic ray rate.

The time coverage of the downward-going data is affected most by cost

considerations. In the intial operation of 1MB, each recorded event was quite

large and was stored on relatively expensive 6250 bpi magnetic tapes. Moreover,

storing every event would also require far more computer resources than were
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present in the mine. Because the primary goal of the 1MB detector was rare

processes like proton decay, there was little incentive to shoulder the burden of

recording all the downward-going muons. This data begins in 1987 when an ex

perimental program was added to the on-line system to store some information

about every event in the MSR format mentioned earlier. However, this data

took a low priority to the main analyses, thus the coverage is poor throughout

that period. The first technique of estimating the coverage uses the log book

information on the tapes used in this analysis. The quality of this information

is adequate, but it serves better as a confirmation of another calculation. In

stead, using the average muon trigger rate (2.7 Hz) multiplied by the number of

seconds between the start and ending dates gives the total number of triggers.

In addition to performing its cuts, STRIPO also counts the events put into it.

Therefore, dividing the total number of saved events by the total number of

triggers estimates the time coverage.

The live-time estimates result from shorter runs of data. Several small

sets of data covering a few days in the later period of operation provide sets

with full time coverage to test the live-time. Careful screening of the log books

found many small periods in which the detector was not turned off, there were

no flashers, or there were no other significant events that might affect detector

operation. The total number of events recorded after all the cuts, divided by the

total predicted from the average trigger rate, estimates the ratio of live-time to

total time. Since the time coverage is assumed to be 100%, that ratio gives the

live-time coverage.

The small sets estimate the live-time coverage or saving efficiency to be

72.7%. Now, the total number of events in this analysis is 49,650,365. Dividing

that by the trigger rate (2.7 Hz) gives a total time of 5108:03:44. Dividing it

by the save efficiency yields the total data taking time of 7023:35:08. Since the

data spans 36353:52:19, it suggests that the data represents a 19.3% coverage of

the total period, before cuts.
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J. Effective Area

Although the physical area of the detector is known from its dimensions,

knowing the effective area permits a search to quantify its results in terms of flux.

The effective area is a convenient way to convolve together the geometric area,

the detector efficiency, and the software efficiency. Although the geometric area

is readily known, the detection efficiency is not. In fact, calculating the detection

efficiency is the most difficult part. Once known, the effective area is just the

geometric area times the detection and live-time efficiencies.

Aejj = A g X €det X €sw (5.13)

The reliance on software for event reconstruction, combined with the afore

mentioned data cuts, limits the effective area used in this analysis. The average

effective area for upward-going muons is (Ae) = 330m2 • That number results from

several detailed Monte Carlo and cosmic ray studies. However, the downward

going muon A e is much smaller. Because of the large amount of muons lost to

different cuts in the analysis, the average effective area is (Ae) = 240m 2 • This

smaller area could suggest that the cuts are too strict, but that is not the case.

Examining the functional dependence on area and resolution of the signal

to noise ratio illustrates the importance of the cuts. The signal to noise ratio is

S yfAet
--<X--
..[N (J"

(5.14)

where (J" is the angular resolution and t is the observation time. Although signal

to noise improves with the square root of an increase in A e or t, it is linearly

proportional to an increase in the angular resolution. In the downward-going

muon analysis, a big gain in resolution resulting from the data cuts leads to a

small decrease in A e • Because of the linear dependence on resolution, the data

cuts greatly increase the sensitivity.
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K. Equatorial Coordinates

The core of the downward-going muon analysis is examining cones around a

priori sources and sky maps. A suitable coordinate system is required, especially

one that removes the diurnal rotation of the Earth. Three different coordinate

systems supply the basis for sky maps: the equatorial coordinate system, the

galactic coordinates, and the super-galactic coordinates. The cone search occurs

in equatorial coordinates because astronomical objects are stationary in those

coordinates and detector response is uniform over declination bands.

The most common astronomical coordinate system is termed the equatorial

coordinate system, in which the two coordinates are right ascension (a) and

declination (8). This system is centered around the Earth. Right ascension

measures angles east of the vernal equinox (the point at which the Sun crosses

the celestial equator from south to north). Declination measures angles from

the celestial equator.

The primary purpose of this analysis is the search for long term integrated

sources of underground muons. Because any potential signal is unlikely to be

very large, the statistical significance is important. So, it is essential to pick a

list of potential sources a priori, which this analysis will use to test the point

source hypothesis on. The more sources chosen, the less significance one large

signal could have. Table 5.2 lists the sources to test herein.
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TABLE 5.2: Potential sources chosen to test the downward-going muon point

source hypothesis.

Source
Cygnus X-3
Her X-I
Crab PSR
4U0115+63
NGC1275
MK421
3C273
3C279
lE2259+586
Geminga
A0535+26
Cyg X-I
NGC1068

20h31'55"
16h57'19"
5h33'39"
Ih15'
3hI8'48"
llh3'36"
12h28'22"
12h53'
23hO'42"
6h32'58"
5h38'01"
19h58'
2h41'56"

40°54'29"
35°21'49"
22°0'18"
63°30'
41°25'0"
38°17'33"
2°7'57"
-5°31'
58°49'22"
17°46'58"
26°18'30"
35°0'
-0°4'30"

Type
X-ray Binary
X-ray Binary
Pulsar
X-ray Binary
AGN
Blazar
AGN, Brightest Quasar
AGN, GRO Source
Soudan Source (XRB)
Nearby Pulsar
Black Hole candidate
Type II binary
BH candidate

Although this analysis considers all of these objects, there are a few in par

ticular that are especially important. Several other groups have reported burst

correlated signals from Cygnus X-3 - though recent reports are null. Hercules

X-I is another popular object that is reported as a "I-ray source. More spec

tacularly, a recent report from the Whipple collaboration claims a detection of

MK421, which is thought to be a Blazar. Should that be the case, its accelerated

beam points towards the Earth, affording the potential to have a high energy

flux. Finally, lE2259+586 and 3C273 are of higher priority than others because

the Soudan collaboration reports a signal from them.

Should there be no significant excesses, these cone measurements provide

a limit on the flux. Flux limits in different energy regions provide useful in

formation. Since the efficiency, effective area, resolution, and live-time are all

reasonably understood, the lack of a signal from any object allows 1MB to set a

limit on the potential flux. The following equation shows how to determine the

flux limit.
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(5.15)

Nm ax represents the maximum number of events at some statistical confidence.

For instance, the 90% confidence limit for an observation of N Poisson events

greater than the Nbg background follows from

Nm ax = (N - Nbg) + 1.28VN (5.16)

Otherwise, the limit is simply Nm ax = 1.28..(iit. The E, in (Figure 5.15), accounts

for the number of source events inside the search cone. The 1.60" cone half-angle

covers rv 68% of the area under the resolution smearing curve. Therefore, a factor

of € = 0.68 divided into the measured numbers scales the number to that which

comes from the source. The effective area Aeff is already known and the time t

is the total observation time.

In addition to reporting an observed flux or flux limit at our depth, one may

wish to extrapolate the value to surface muon energies or to primary cosmic ray

fluxes. However, this is difficult in the absence of a model for the origin of the

underground muons. Current understanding of their origin is sufficiently lack

ing that such extrapolations would render the measurement bereft of meaning.

Therefore, it is preferable to leave the limits in terms of the actual measured

quantities, rather than some convolution of experiment and theory.

L. Radio Burst Correlated Signal

The most nagging anomaly of all the underground muon results is several

measurements of signals correlated with radio outbursts of Cygnus X-3. The

data from 1MB have been examined to test previous claims. Herein, it is tested

for a signal correlated with the radio outburst of January, 1991. The Soudan
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collaboration reported that an underground muons signal from Cygnus X-3 was

evident on the 21st. Two different techniques test 1MB data for this signal.

The first technique uses a cone search on five days in the given time period

to test for a DC signal. The search integrates events over periods of one day,

since the reported signal is roughly a day in duration. The data are divided into

calendar days with each beginning at Oh UT. Cygnus X-3 is overhead in Cleve

land at rv 17.8h UT at this time of year. Essentially, this technique compares

the total counts on each day to the bootstrap prediction.

The background results from bootstrap resampling. However, the method

is slightly different from that used for the sky maps. Because far fewer muons

( rv 5X 105) accumulate in the sample over the five day period, disk space and CPU

time are no longer limits. Instead of binning the local angles into a distribution

for the algorithm to sample for local angles, it uses the actual local angle pairs.

To remove the correlation between the absolute times and local angle pairs, an

algorithm uses Knuth shuffling[82] to randomize the pairs with respect to one

another. This shuffling algorithm is preferred over other techniques because of its

linear execution time. For each muon, the local coordinates and time of arrival

(<P, (), t) are saved. The local angles and times easily transform into equatorial

coordinates (a, 8), and background counting increments if the direction is within

4.30 of Cygnus X-3.

Since x-ray emission from Cygnus X-3 is a periodic, the muon data is also

examined for a phase-locked signal. The x-ray periodicity is usually assumed to

equal the orbital period, and a few models have been proposed to explain how

the orbit could modulate other emissions. The phase of the Cygnus X-3 acts

as a weight for each event to form the phase distribution for the data. A phase

locked signal should appear as at least one bin being significantly higher than

its background. If a DC component is present, it will raise all of the bins above

background. Therefore, the phase distribution tests for both types of signal. The
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phase was calculated using the cubic ephemeris of Van der Klis and Bonnet

Bidaud[83]. The background was also calculated for the phase distribution.

M. Galactic and Supergalactic Coordinates

Because the galactic plane is also a plane of enhancement in many local

astronomical systems, it is a potential source of downward-going muons. The

preferable technique to search for the galactic center and plane transforms the

muons into galactic coordinates and generates a sky map. Moreover, a sky map

in galactic coordinates also provides a computational check for any potential

sources seen in the equatorial map.

To test for an excess from the plane, the data are binned into galactic

latitude bands. The bands are 12° wide to completely encompass any sources in

the plane, and the middle band centers on the plane. The other bands are the

same width and serve as off-source consistency tests to check the background

calculation.

The galactic center is also a potential source. To test for an excess, a

12° galactic longitude by 12° galactic latitude angular square centered around

the galactic center provides an area in which to count muons. Doing this for

each background map and taking all of the estimates together estimates the

background distribution, against which the observed is tested.

The supergalactic coordinate system provides another perspective. The

supergalactic equator lies along a band of great enhancement in the distribution

of galaxies[84]. This band when extended out to rv40 megaparsecs is called the

local supercluster. Recent results suggest the enhancement extends out much

farther[85]. If muon source locations are correlated with galaxies, this coordinate

system provides a system to illustrate the correlation by examining the equator.
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As with testing for the galactic plane, a latitude band centering around 00

latitude in supergalactic coordinates tests for an enhancement in the muon flux

resulting from the concentration of galaxies.

N. Moon Coordinates

In addition to searching for point sources, the downward-going muon anal

ysis looks for the shadow of the Moon. Unlike point sources, the shadowing in

cosmic rays from the Moon has been measured by several experiments - CASA,

Cygnus, and Tibet[86,87,88,89] - and is well understood, so it could be used to

calibrate the true resolution of the detector and its systematics. Unfortunately,

all the detectors that have seen the shadow have much better resolution than

1MB. In fact, our resolution so limits the efficacy of the search that it is only

possible to see a small deficit from that direction.

At low energies, cosmic rays are embarrassingly isotropic; it is only at the

higher energies, like those seen by the air shower arrays, that effects like Moon

shadowing become observable. So, it is interesting to examine what primary

particle energies are responsible for the underground muon flux in 1MB. To

accomplish this, a Monte Carlo simulates the showers from 4359 cosmic ray

protons and records their energy if they have at least one muon with an energy

greater than 630 GeV; a 630 GeV muon is approximately the minimum surface

energy for a muon to make it through the rock with enough energy to trigger the

detector. These simulated showers include the cosmic ray spectrum. Although

the showers are not weighted by the number of high energy muons, they show

the approximate energy threshold for downward-going muon primaries in 1MB.

Figure 5.6 exhibits the distribution. From this distribution, one can see that the

proton threshold is ",6 TeV; at that threshold, the Moon is a passive absorber.
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FIGURE 5.6: Distribution of cosmic ray proton energies that yield showers with

at least one muon of Ep. ~ 630 GeV at the surface of the Earth.

Although other experiments also observe a shadow from the Sun, this anal

ysis omits that search for various reasons. First, the magnetic field from the Sun

significantly bends the trajectory of cosmic rays that pass it at these energies.

Thus, the shadow is systematically shifted one way in the sky. Although that

shift is calculable for well defined thresholds, it is not possible to define the 1MB

threshold well enough. Second, in the few TeV energy region, the Sun switches

from being a cosmic ray reflector to an absorber. Once again, the limited knowl

edge of the underground muon origin prohibits an exact understanding. Third,

this analysis is not limited by statistical error in a way that a factor of two

would make much of a difference, compared to the added risks from systematic

uncertainties.

A transformation into a coordinate system centered about the Moon pro

vides a basis in which to search for muon shadowing from the Moon. An

ephemeris from the US Naval Observatory[90] provides the position of the Moon,

which continuously changes with time. Most problematic to this search is the
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resolution of FASTMU, which limits the efficacy of this search. Even given

the large number of data around the Moon, the search has limited resolving

capabilities.

With a pointing uncertainty that is so much larger than the angular radius

of the Moon, it is useful to estimate if a statistically significant observation is

possible. Assuming the background is flat over the viewing aperture and the

errors are Poisson, a simple equation for the maximum number of standard

deviation results.

Nmax = cos (}m - 1 ...;c
a 1 - cos (}c

(5.17)

The constant C represents the number of events observed in the cone (rv 64, 000)

and (}m and (}c are the Moon and cone half-angles. Using numbers for 1MB,

this equation shows that the physical shadowing of a infinitely dense Moon

with no surrounding fields can only contribute an approximate 0.80" deficit from

geometric considerations and O.80"xO.7 = 0.60" when considering that the shadow

smears outside the cone. In other words, 1MB lacks the power to resolve the

shadows significantly. Even so, the cost of searching is small compared to the

cost of missing a signal; thus, the search is performed.
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6. - NEUTRINO OSCILLATION RESULTS

A. Introduction

Since one interpretation of the atmospheric neutrino flavor ratio problem

suggests that such neutrinos may oscillate, it is important to examine the pa

rameters preferred by that inference. By comparing the data to a Monte Carlo

prediction with the neutrino oscillation hypothesis included, any set of allowable

parameters define a preferred region if the measured result lies within the 90%

confidence band.

After finding the preferred region, this analysis examines the upward-going

muon data for neutrino oscillation effects; doing so either rejects part of the

preferred region or finds evidence for neutrino oscillations with a preferred region

of its own. For reasons elaborated in Chapter 4, the analysis uses the non

showering, upward-going muon data divided into two categories: stopping or

through-going.

While the upward-going muon data lack the ability to conclusively prove

the oscillation hypothesis, their consistency with the preferred region defined by

other data would lend confidence to the oscillation hypothesis. On the other

hand, using the upward-going data to eliminate the parameters preferred by

the contained data would alleviate much of the need for further experiments to

probe that region.

B. Preferred Region for Contained Events

The atmospheric neutrino flavor anomaly may provide evidence for neu

trino oscillations with parameters that are consistent with the solar neutrino
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problem[91] , so a preferred region is fundamental to understanding the result.

With the single ring, contained data scanned and tagged as either showering

or not, folding different oscillation hypotheses into the Monte Carlo prediction

reveals the oscillation parameters favored by the anomaly. The 90% confidence

level outline of this parameter space gives an allowed region for the upward

going analysis to test. A complete description of the Monte Carlo predictions

is in Chapter 4, as well as other places[70,71,92]. This section limits itself to

presenting the results.

The atmospheric neutrino ratio anomaly - elaborated in Chapter 1 

results from testing the ratio given by Equation 4.6, so that ratio provides a test

variable for finding the preferred region. To add 1/J.l~ u; oscillation effects into

the simulation, survival probabilities are attached to each 1/ event. as shown in

Equation 3.12. As with the upward-going data, such a scheme does not suffice

for 1/J.l~ 1/e oscillations, because that search must also concern itself with the

relatively large 1/e flux. Equation 3.13 gives the weights for 1/J.l~ 1/e oscillations.

The results of comparing the data to the predictions are shown in Figure 6.1.
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FIGURE 6.1: Parameter regions that explain the contained ratio problem in

terms of neutrino oscillations. Regions for lIl-'+-'> liT (solid) and lIl-'+-'>lie (dashed)

are shown.

The lIl-'+-'> lie curve allows a much larger parameter space. This is natural,

considering that the test statistic depends on the ratio of lIl-'/lIe. In the case

of lIl-' +-'> liT oscillations, the numerator decreases with larger oscillation effects.

With lIl-' +-'> lie oscillations, the numerator still decreases, but the denominator
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also increases. Thus, it takes less of an effect (smaller sin2 20) to fall within a

90% CL.

Although the anomalies in 1MB and Kamiokande are similar in significance,

the Kamiokande allowed regions seem to more tightly constrain the parameters.

For VJj'M lie oscillations, the allowed region for the 1MB result is far larger than

that for the Kamiokande.

C. Upward-Going Muon Exclusions

If an analysis can show that certain preferred parameters are inconsistent

with the upward-going data, it narrows the possibilities. This section shows the

results from the three searching techniques described in Chapter 4.

1. Absolute Rate

The testing of the absolute rate is straightforward, as there is only one

variable to test. Moreover, the large systematic uncertainty associated with the

prediction overshadows any small unforseen uncertainties that may creep in,

which lends some confidence to any absolute rate results.

Since the measured and predicted rates agree within errors, no parameter

region is preferred by this analysis. Instead, the test provides a large exclusion

region. The results are shown in Figure 6.2. All of the parameters to the right

of the contour are excluded by the comparison of absolute rates.
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FIGURE 6.2: vJ.l+-+ VT (solid) and vJ.l+-+ Ve (dashed) neutrino oscillation parame

ters excluded by the comparison of absolute rates.

The absolute rate comparisons exclude much of the parameter space favored

by the contained data for either type of oscillation. The enhanced sensitivity

due to matter effects extends the vJ.l +-+ u, exclusion region into smaller values

of sin2 2(). However, it also has its disadvantages. As the test moves down in

8m 2 , it relies more on lower energy events to yield the exclusion. For 1IJ.l+-+ liT

oscillations, the number of events with the required energies slowly disappears
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because of the detector threshold and the exclusion curve terminates. For lI1J.~ lie

oscillations, the problem is compounded by the lie flux. As the low energy muon

neutrinos oscillate to electron neutrinos, a relatively abundant flux of electron

neutrinos becomes available to oscillate back. The end result is a decreased

sensitivity in 8m2
•

These exclusions assume that the systematic uncertainty is approximately

gaussian and therefore could be added in quadrature with the statistical er

ror. However, another technique is commonly used in multi-model situations.

Instead of assuming a probability distribution, one assumes that the different

models adequately sample the parent distribution. Then, one need only include

the statistical errors and try each model. That which gives the smallest ex

clusion region is then selected. However, because there are only a few models

and they sample an unknown parent distribution, the exact confidence of the

exclusion is unknown. Nevertheless, many people prefer this technique.

Choosing the model that excludes the least parameter space is simple, be

cause the absolute rate limits are directly proportional to the flux. Therefore,

the model yielding the highest flux predictions should also give the smallest

exclusion. From the currently published models, the Butkevich predictions are

the highest; thus, they are used to make this alternative exclusion. One could

also do the same for different cross-section models, but it is far less fruitful

due to the small variation between them. Instead, these curves stick with the

EHLQ2 parton distributions and include the 5% systematic uncertainty for the

cross-section predictions. The results of the Butkevich spectrum and EHLQ2

cross-sections with only the 5% and statistical errors are shown in Figure 6.3
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FIGURE 6.3: vJ.I.<'-+ V r and vJ.I.<'-+ V e oscillation parameters excluded by selecting

the worst case model (solid) and the old method (dashed).

Using either technique, the region that remains is in the smaller values of

8m 2 , so another test that favors small values of 8m2 is needed. The SIT ratio

is designed with that purpose in mind.
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2. SiT Ratio

The ratio of stopping to through-going muons is an ideal counterpart to

the absolute rate test, because it is most sensitive to the region missed by the

absolute rate limit and still within the preferred region. It uses the low energy

muons as its handle to test for oscillations. The low energy muons, which mostly

have long path lengths, probe the small values of 8m2 for vll +-+ VT oscillations.

As mentioned above, the relative abundance of <I>(ve + De) renders the data

insensitive to vll +-+ V e oscillations in the low energy events. Accordingly, there is

no S!T ratio exclusion for vll +-+ Ve oscillations. Figure 6.4 shows the exclusion

for VIl+-+'VT oscillations.
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FIGURE 6.4: l/J.l~l/T oscillation parameters excluded by the comparison of SIT

ratios.

3. Zenith Angle Distribution

Because the absolute rate limits rely on predictions with a large systematic

uncertainty, another technique that tests that region, while avoiding the normal

ization, is desirable. Testing the normalized zenith angle distributions provides

the technique - see Figure 6.5.
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FIGURE 6.5: 1IJ.l ~ liT oscillation parameters excluded by the comparison of

zenith angle distributions (solid) and by a similar analysis of the Kamiokande

data[93] (dashed).

Once again, the test is insensitive to 1IJ.l ~ lie oscillations. In addition, it

also lacks power in refuting 1IJ.l~ liT parameters. The results from Kamiokande

using the same technique are shown for comparison. It is no surprise that the

exclusions are so similar given the similarities between the Kamiokande and IMB

detectors.
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D. Comparison

The question this analysis set out to answer was whether or not the upward

going muon data supports the neutrino oscillation explanation of the contained

anomaly. If it does not, then it is desirable that it exclude all possibilities, so

that it can be ruled out.

However, the 1MB detector is not alone in reporting an atmospheric flavor

anomaly nor testing for neutrino oscillations; thus, it is instructive to compare

the all available results to evaluate whether or not neutrino oscillations are

occurring in the atmospheric neutrinos. Figures 6.6 & 6.7 shows all the limits

of interest.
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FIGURE 6.6: vJlt--+ V r oscillation parameters.

These results show that the possibilities for vJl t--+ V r oscillations are lim

ited. Although the preferred region is reasonably large. the upward-going data

excludes most of the region. The remaining parameters are suspect because of

their proximity to the 90% exclusions. However, the story is quite different for

vJl t--+ V e oscillations. Very little of the preferred region gets excluded by the

analysis of upward-going muons. This explanation remains viable when only

considering the IMB data.
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FIGURE 6.7: lIJ1.f--t lie oscillation parameters.

At present, only the 1MB and Kamiokande groups have a signal that is

significant enough to generate preferred regions; the Soudan group currently

provides a best fit line showing that it is consistent with 1MB and Kamiokande

regions. The Frejus limits are especially important in this context, because they

use atmospheric neutrinos as their source. Relevant limits from other types of

experiments are also included, because the oscillations must be detectable using

other techniques.
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As these figures show, the available region of lJJ.L ~ lJr parameter space is

very limited. The results for the lJJ.L~u; parameters are more interesting. Taking

the Kamiokande preferred as an outer boundary shows that the available space

is fairly limited. However, the 1MB preferred boundary extends much farther

down in 8m 2
• Taken together, there is still some open space.

E. Conclusion

Although the results of this analysis modify the available parameter space

appreciably, the neutrino oscillation puzzle remains somewhat muddied. The

upward-going data is consistent with a small region of the lJJ.L~ lJr parameter

space that would explain the atmospheric neutrino anomaly (Figure 6.6), and

with a larger region of lJJ.L~lJe parameters (Figure 6.7). However, the large mix

ing angles (sin2 2() rv 0.4 - 1.0) conflict with the theoretical prejudice that they

should be comparable to those seen in the quark sector. If lJJ.L~ lJr oscillations

account for the atmospheric neutrinos, then the 1MB data is consistent with

t/; ~ lJa; oscillations in solar neutrinos. However, if lJJ.L~ lJe oscillations explain

the 1MB data, MSW solutions to the solar neutrino problem[94] seem unlikely.

The results presented in this chapter help clarify the possible parameters

for either lJJ.L~ lJe or lJJ.L~ lJr oscillations. However, these data have not been

scrutinized for the subtleties that may arise in searching for three-component

neutrino oscillations. Therein, a universal solution to both the solar neutrino

and atmospheric neutrino anomalies may still abide.
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7. - DOWNWARD-GOING MUON RESULTS

A. Introduction

This chapter compares the downward-going data to the 960 bootstrap sam

ples of the background prediction, attempting to extract any information con

tained within. First, several different tests of the consistency between the data

and the background prediction are presented to examine the quality of the back

ground estimates, thereby giving confidence to any results they may yield. Sec

ond, the analysis compares the data to the predictions in several different ways

to search for point sources.

Although comparing the data to the prediction for each 10 bin in equatorial

coordinates will show any obvious sources, the many trials associated with a

survey of the entire sky make a direct test of certain sources - chosen a priori

- statistically advantageous. The muon count in cone around the prospective

source serves as the test. To find the more subtle, yet statistically significant

excesses, a convolution of the detector resolution function into the sky maps

provides another test.

It is also useful to go beyond the point source searches and examine the

global correlations in these data. The two-point correlation function (TPCF)

does just that. Examining the data with the TPCF will disclose any tendencies

for the data to be clustered, without assumptions of the scale of the clustering.

For a sky in which point sources abound, one expects a significant rise in the

TPCF near the resolution of the detector. One the other hand, if there are any

large scale anisotropy, they will also appear at larger separation angles.

In addition to testing in the equatorial coordinate system, projections of the

entire data set into several other coordinate systems simplifies certain searches.
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For instance, transforming the data into galactic and supergalactic coordinates

facilitates a search for the galactic and supergalactic planes. Finally, transform

ing into Moon-centered coordinates allows a search for the shadow of the Moon,

as previously discussed.

B. Background Calculations

The quality of the background prediction is of primary concern and there

are few ways to check it. As mentioned in Chapter 5, the background calculation

produces many maps, each representing a sample from the parent background

distribution. From those maps, the mean and standard deviation can be used to

approximate the parent distribution, resulting in an estimate of the background.

Examining the background predictions for consistency in a various ways, with

known parameters, yields some confidence in their validity.

One way of examining the quality of the background prediction is to present

the distribution of Ns: that is, to bin the values for the number of standard de

viations by which the data deviates from the mean of the background estimates.

Because the background predictions already exist as 10 binned sky maps, it is

easy to form this distribution. Comparing every bin in the observed sky map to

the same bin in the backgrounds yields 360 x 135 = 48600 samples from the N;

distribution, and combining those values together gives the distribution shown

in Figure 7.1.
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FIGURE 7.1: Distribution of Nq for observed sky map compared to 700 back

ground maps.

Ideally, the shape should be a smooth gaussian with a mean of 0 and a

standard deviation of 1. Because there are so many samples used to build the

distribution, it is very smooth - it is also gaussian. The mean and standard

deviation are calculated to be J.LN
tT

= 2.14 X 10-4 and UN
tT

= 1.00, which is very

close to what is expected.

Another method of verifying the background maps is to compare the mea

sured U with the predicted value. Since this is counting data, the distribution

should be Poisson. In addition, Poisson distributions approximate gaussians

with U = ...[ii for large numbers, as this is. Many bins were randomly chosen

and the measured standard deviations were all as expected.

Finally, Pearson's X2 test provides a way of testing the global consistency

between the observed and background maps. Between the measured and the

mean background, X2 = 48140.8 for 48238 do] , and so the reduced chi-squared

is X~ = 0.998. Not only does this X2 value affirm the consistency, but because
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the reduced chi-squared is rv 1, it too indicates that the errors are approximately

gaussian.

C. Cone Searching

The primary reason for undertaking an analysis of the downward-going

muons is to search the muon sky for any long term, DC point sources. Be

cause the equatorial coordinate system is the most common in other forms of

astronomy, and the mapping of detector coordinates to it is straight forward,

it provides the primary basis for the search. Two searches are performed. The

first search, which is presented in this section, tests the sources chosen a priori

with a 4.30 cone. The second search, presented in Section C, maps the entire

sky to look for unexpected sources or strange phenomenon.

Although the cone search is very sensitive to faint sources because it max

imizes the statistical sensitivity of the data, that is not the primary reason for

using it. Instead, it is preferable to choose a list of sources to test before un

dertaking the analysis. Doing so frees these results from the large many-trials

penalty associated with an all-sky survey. In addition, the technique is simple

and devoid of complex transformations that might render the result untrustwor

thy.

Table 5.3 lists the sources that this analysis tests directly, and table 7.1

displays the results. Four numbers are given for each source. The first number

gives the total number of muons recorded in 1MB that point within 4.30 of the

source. Since the bootstrap program also does this for the fake events, the sec

ond number gives the mean of the predictions as an estimate of the background.

To utilize that information, the comparison assumes that the background dis

tributions are approximately gaussian with a = ..j!i, so the number of standard

deviations from the mean gives a sense of the chance probability. However,
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counting the number of predictions that fall above or below the data value

yields the chance probability without an assumed distribution, and the fourth

column presents these values.

TABLE 7.1: Downward-going muon measurements on potential sources.

Source Observed Expected Na Pr
Cygnus X-3 166,289 166,704 -1.0 0.86
Her X-1 158,528 158,262 0.7 0.23
Crab PSR 107,814 107,724 0.3 0.27
4U0115+63 165,109 165,015 0.2 0.42
NGC1275 162,068 162,563 -1.2 0.87
MK421 163,214 163,710 -1.2 0.92
3C273 59,402 59,602 -0.8 0.83
3C279 42,195 42,487 -1.4 0.91
1E2259+586 163,765 163,165 1.5 0.05
Geminga 95,393 95,018 1.2 0.11
A0535+26 121,188 121,554 -1.1 0.83
Cyg X-1 153,116 153,182 -0.2 0.57
NGC1068 51,937 51,516 1.9 0.02

Two sources (NGC1068 and 1E2259+586) have a somewhat small chance

probability (:::; 5 x 10-2 ) , so it is interesting to calculate the binomial probability

of finding two excesses with p :::; 5 X 10-2 in this sample. The calculation

demonstrates that there is a 11.1% chance of finding those sources in 13 trials.

Thus, that probability indicates that the a priori point source search lacks the

sensitivity to claim any of these candidates as sources.

The measured muon flux from these directions also provides upper limits on

a flux that could come from the source and still evade detection by this analysis.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to predict what mechanisms are responsible for an

observable muon flux, so it is problematic to use these results to set limits on the

different types of primary fluxes coming from a source. It is, however, justifiable

to set a limit on the excess muon flux from a given direction at the depth ofIMB.
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That flux then provides a comparison for results from other detectors. Table 7.2

lists the 90% confidence level upper limits on muon flux from the objects.

q)90%C.L. ~
1.7 x 1O- 1l

2.6 x 10-11

1.7 X 10-11

2.1 X 10-11

1.7 X 10-11

1.7 X 10-11

1.0 X 10-11

8.8 X 10-12

3.7 X 10-11

2.6 X 10-11

1.5 X 10-11

1.7 X 10-11

2.4 X 10-11

Cygnus X-3
Her X-1
Crab PSR
4U0115+63
NGC1275
MK421
3C273
3C279
1E2259+586
Geminga
A0535+26
Cyg X-1
NGC1068

TABLE 7.2: Downward-going muon flux limits for the direction of potential

sources in units of J1 em - 2 8-1 at 1570 m.w .e, at the latitude of 1MB (41.72° N),

and averaged over the entire day
=============:======Source

D. All-Sky Survey in Equatorial Coordinates

As mentioned in the previous section, surveying the entire sky may uncover

a source missed in the a priori selection. Due to large number of muons used,

plotting each muon separately lacks practicality. Instead, the use of binned

flux maps gives a manageable alternative. The binning and background gener

ation was described in Chapter 5, so this section need only elucidate how the

comparison is plotted.

Unfortunately, no elegant method exists for displaying this three dimen

sional data on paper. It is common to plot two dimensions, with the third

represented by some coloring, shading, symbol size, or contour line. The shad

ing technique is adopted here for its intuitiveness and legibility for small points;
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the plots show the angular axes unrolled onto a flat surface, and the shading

represents the content of any given bin. This projection has the unfortunate

side effect of making the poles appear much larger then they should, but most

other projections suffer from effects that are more difficult to interpret. The

rectangular projection is at least intelligible, and thus used. Polar projections

accompany some of the sky maps to better illustrate the polar regions.

In equatorial coordinates, muons coming straight down through the 1MB

detector appear at a declination of rv 41.72°, which is the latitude of 1MB. Figure

7.2 shows the relative downward-going muon flux levels for different directions.
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FIGURE 7.2: Flux of downward-going muons in Equatorial coordinates with

10 x 10 bins.
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Projecting the flux into 8 and a better illustrates its dependence. Figures 7.3 &

7.4 plot the projections.
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FIGURE 7.3: Distribution of muons as a function of a.
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FIGURE 7.4: Distribution of muons as a function of 8.

The most notable feature in the declination distribution is the step shaped

discontinuity straight overhead (8 = 42°), which results from the integerization
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of the direction cosines (Cx,'O,E). When the FASTMU algorithm returns its fits to

the on-line system, the event packing routine integerizes the directions cosines

by multiplying by 1000.0 in floating point arithmetic and then converting the

floating point long word to an integer word. Unfortunately, doing so effectively

shifts all of the cosines (0.0005 on average) towards 0, so there is a pileup of

the near zero ± values into the zero bin. Another routine, which was designed

to compensate for this truncation, shifts the negative cosines back correctly

with random digits, but mistakenly shifts the positive cosines 0.0005 farther on

average. Since the cosines used for pointing have the opposite sign of these fits

(Ci = -Ci)' the net result is a systematic shift - randomly spread over 0 to

0.002 - of negative direction cosines by an average value of 0.001. Therefore,

there is a pileup of events on the negative side of Cx,y = 0; negative CE values are

removed because they represent upward-going muons. Looking down declination

bands, as in Figure 7.3, is akin to looking in the -x direction, so the higher bins

on the left of overhead are have the pileup from Cy shifting.

This systematic component is not a problem for this analysis, because boot

strap background generating correctly accounts for it. The background genera

tion selects local angles based on the distributions in the data after the random

digits smear out the data, so the background estimate includes these effects.

A plot of NO' for each 1° declination band near 8 = 41.72° demonstrates the

absence of the step discontinuity in the comparison - see Figure 7.5.
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FIGURE 7.5: N; comparison of 10 declination bands near 8 = 41.720
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Although Figure 7.5 lacks the step discontinuity, it illustrates a systematic

error that poses a slight problem; there is a small tendency (0.45% extra) for

the background prediction to overestimate the number of events of very small

zenith angles (within +10 of (J = 00
) . This is probably a binning effect in detector

coordinates, as the background samples zenith angles from the binned detector

angle distribution shown in Figure 5.3. Although background excess does not

affect the point sources searches, as it is negligible compared to the Poisson error

in a 10 x 10 bin, it appears later in the two-point correlation function.

Figure 7.4 also demonstrates the effects from attenuation in the rock. The

flux tapers off at declinations away from 8 = 41.720 because of the increased

overburden, and it tapers off even more near 8 = 900 because of the smaller solid

angle for bins near the pole. The effects of the overburden are more apparent

when examining the cos(0) distribution, as shown in Figure 7.6; the dependence

of the muon flux upon zenith angle is shown without solid angle effects. The

muon flux falls off quickly away from zenith, because the overburden rapidly

increases with zenith angle. A 1(0) = 10 cosm(O) function parameterizes the
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zenith angle dependence fairly well, with m = 3.092 after correcting for effective

area.
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FIGURE 7.6: Uncorrected distribution of muons in zenith angle in 1MB.

By itself, the flux map in Figure 7.2 is deficient in spotting point sources, un

less they constitute the majority of the flux, and in the case of downward-going

muons, they do not. However, comparing the flux to a predicted background

in each bin highlights any excesses or deficits. To examine the entire sky with

one map, a new map shows the bin-by-bin comparison of the observed flux

to the predicted. It individually compares each 10 bin to the distribution of

background predictions for that bin by exhibiting Nq , as calculated by

N; = No - (Nbg) (7.1)
ubg

Figure 7.7 shows the results. This type of plot is relatively simple to decipher,

but it does not highlight excesses well. Moving the floor value up to 2u helps

reveal any significant points, so Figure 7.8 plots all bins above the 2u floor.

Within each 100 x 100 grid box, the mean number of bins above 2u is (Nbins) =

2.275; knowing that number will aid in evaluating the significance in any region.



FIGURE 7.7: N q l O x 10 sky map in Equatorial coordinates.
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FIGURE 7,8: All bins in equatorial coordinates with Nu ~ 2 are shown in black.

The goal of this survey is to determine whether or not these points are

just random noise, One way of picking out an excess of improbable values

is to examine the Nu distribution on a logarithmic scale; too many points of

excess would show up on the right side of the curve, Figure 7.9 shows the

logarithmically scaled distribution, and there appears to be a slight excess of

high N; values, This hints of an excess somewhere, although Figure 7,8 lacks

any obvious clusters, Some clustering seems to appear around Q rv 166° and

8 "" 52° as a few significant bins are close to one another. The Poisson random

chance of finding 8 bins of 20- or greater in any 10° x 10° box is p = 1.7 x 10-4,

so that clustering might explain the excess in Figure 7.9,
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FIGURE 7.9: Distribution of NO' for observed sky map compared to 700 back

ground maps.

1. Smearing

To properly examine the entire sky map for significant clusters, it is nec

essary to account for the resolution by convolving the resolution function into

each event. Because this analysis uses so much data, the limits imposed by the

availability of CPU time prohibit treating each muon direction independently.

Instead, smearing each bin suffices, especially since the bins are much smaller

than the resolution. On the other hand, even smearing the bins is CPU intensive,

as there are 360 x 180 x 960 = 6 x 107 bins.

To keep the CPU requirements reasonable, the smearing algorithm stores

the pre-integrated resolution function in a look-up table. Since the resolution

function is integrable for an arbitrary right ascension, it can be integrated for

a chosen declination, so that integrated function is valid for any right ascension

in that declination band. To use it, one need only center it on the current right

ascension value.
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A Monte Carlo integration of the measured resolution function forms the

look-up tables for all 180 declinations (10 steps for -90 $ 8 :::; 90). Another pass

on all the maps multiplies the mask values by the bin contents and increments

the smeared map bins by those values. This technique averts the integration on

every sky map by performing it once and saving the values. Figure 7.10 shows

three arbitrary points spread by the resolution to illustrate the characteristic

size of a source in the map. Notice the elongation in right ascension of a source

near the pole - that is a result the binning.
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FIGURE 7.10: Three arbitrary, artificial sources smeared by the resolution of

FASTMU and shown in lOx 10 binning.

After convolving the resolution function into the observed flux map and all

of the background predictions, a N q map tests the smeared data for excesses in

the same manner as before. Figure 7.11 plots the N q for each bin after smearing,

where Equation 7.1 gives Nq •
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FIGURE 7.11: Sky map of NO' (NO' ;::: a floor) after smearing by the resolution

function.
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FIGURE 7.12: Northern hemisphere Nu sky map, with Nu > 0 floor, after

smearing by the resolution function.
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FIGURE 7.13: Southern hemisphere NO' sky map, with NO' ;::: 0 floor, after

smearing by the resolution function. Note that bins below 8 = -200 show the

effects of small numbers of events.

2. Point Sources

Besides the large scale structure, which is discussed in the next section, there

are a few potential point sources. In fact, two points stand out in Figure 7.11.

The first and most obvious peak lies around a rv 1640 and 8 rv 530 (designated

IMBm1) with NO' = 5.4, and the second largest peak is at a rv 1060 and 8 rv 680
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(designated IMBm2) with Nu = 4.7. To test that this excess is not an artifact of

smearing, a 4.30 cone is constructed in software by patching together the 10 x 10

bins around IMBml, and a cone counting test. is performed. 170583 muons

are observed, whereas the background predicts 168646.7 muons, resulting in

an excess of 4.70" on IMBml or an excess flux of <PJ.I = (4.6 ± 0.97) x 10-11

/-l cm- 2 s-l. Of course, there are many trials involved in surveying the entire

sky, so an overall probability assessment will include a large penalty.

Although the survey finds the maximum points using all 10 bins, it does

not seem reasonable to assess a penalty for all 10 bins, since the smearing by

the resolution function correlates them. Instead, it more sensible to find the

number of trials by calculating an approximate solid angle for a smeared source,

and then finding the number of such sources that will fit on the sky. Since a

4.30 cone gives the maximum sensitivity, it also shows the approximate size of

a signal. In addition, the integrated probability out to 4.30 is P = 0.7, so this is

roughly equivalent to 10" in a one dimensional gaussian - which is an intuitive

size. The solid angle inside a cone of this radius is Slc = 1.77 X 10-2 ST. The

total solid angle for the viewed sky is Slt = 1.10 X 101 ST, as the downward-going

muons cover tv 7/8 of the equatorial sky. Therefore, approximately nt/Slc = 622

such sources would fit onto the sky; hence, that is number of trials used.

With this many trials, the small probability approximation (p' = N p) pro

vides an accurate of the binomial probability. The random chance probabil

ity of the highest peak is PI = 2.0 X 10-5 and of the second highest peak is

P2 = 7.9 X 10-4 • In addition, the probability of finding two points greater than

4.70" is p = 2.0 X 10-3 • Even counting all 48600 bins as trials yields probabilities

of PI = 1.6 X 10-3 and P2 = 6.3 X 10-2 • Taken together, and assuming these

are not a result of some systematic error, they indicate a significant excess in

the downward-going muon data in two directions. These directions are not,

however, associated with any of the favorite v or ')'-ray sources.
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A Monte Carlo measurement of the significance of IMBm1 also indicates a

small chance probability. Each of the 960 background maps is used as a Monte

Carlo observed map and compared to the mean and standard deviation of the

background maps to form 960 Nu sky maps. Then, a peak finding algorithm

searches each one for the most significant excess, as it did for the real data. The

algorithm records the largest Nu peak for each map, and those values combine

to form the probability distribution of highest peaks (Figure 7.14). Although

there were no Monte Carlo peaks larger than IMBm1, which means the chance

probability of IMBm1 cannot be accurately measured by this distribution, the

shape indicates that p = 1 X 10-3 is probably a reasonable estimate.

FIGURE 7.14: Chance probability of finding Nu as the highest peak.

E. Anisotropy

The characteristic that stands out most in the smeared data is an apparent

anisotropy, In other words, there is a tendency - for whatever reason - for

events to prefer two broad directions. The more prominent cluster is centered
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in the direction of a fV 2700 and 8 fV 300
, and the other cluster points roughly

opposite to it at a fV 900 and 8 fV -300
• The distribution seems to have both

dipole and quadrupole components to it. Although several possible explanations

for this are possible, the primary question to resolve is whether this is a physical

or systematic effect.

The most obvious assertion is that there is some systematic problem creat

ing this anisotropy. However, such an effect would have to be very subtle. First,

the anisotropy does not occur in just a or 8. If it did, there might be a system

atic error in the sampling of the local angle distribution or in transforming the

times to the local sidereal time. This analysis uses the real event times read out

of a file, unaltered, so it is difficult to conceive of how an error could be made in

sampling them. If it were a result of some binning effect in the local angles, it

would more likely appear as something smeared across declination bands. For

instance, () = 00 occurs excessively in the background predictions, and this man

ifests as a deficit across the 8 = 410 band. The local angle binning and sampling

techniques were altered several times to see if the background predictions change

- they do not.

The anisotropy could also be a manifestation of improper smearing. The

effects of smearing bins with small numbers of events in them are obvious in top

and bottom declination bands, but those effects do not influence the anisotropy.

Perhaps the best way to check that this anisotropy is not an effect from improper

smearing is to examine the data before smearing using the two-point correlation

function. Doing so will indicate if this large scale structure is present in the data

prior to smearing.

F. Two-Point Correlation Function

The two-point correlation functions examines the distribution of angles

between points (€), where the angle between two points results from
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(7.2)

Whereas this is normally calculated for each individual muon, this analysis per

forms the integration on bins instead of events to avert the impossible CPU

requirements otherwise needed. The distance between two bins is calculated

between their centers. Then, the number of pairs at that angle is found by

N = Ni Nj. After processing all combinations of bins, the distribution of pair

separations for the observed data Do(E) is found by binning N(E); the back

ground predictions undergo the same process to form Dbg(E).

With those distributions in hand, the two-point correlation function (C)

results from dividing the two and moving the baseline.

(7.3)

The same bootstrap resampling method provides an estimate of the error on the

background prediction, so the TPCF can test the data for significant excesses.

The results are shown in Figure 7.14.
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FIGURE 7.15: Two-point correlation function for downward-going muon data

- integrated over 10° 2:: 8 2:: 700
- and its 10' boundries (dashed).

The TPCF suggests that there is non-random structure in the data, al

though it is not highly significant. Since Figure 7.5 already indicated systematic

structure, the TPCF is needed to better understand this result. Figure 7.15

shows a Monte Carlo prediction for the TPCF of a ring excess in the back

ground at 8 = 41°; the integration sampled 5 x 107 muons from the aforemen

tioned cosm((;l) distribution and added a uniform 0.45% increase to the 8 = 410

declination band in the background.
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FIGURE 7.16: TPCF, integrated over 10° ~ 8 ~ 70°, for ring excess in back

ground.

The TPCF displayed in Figure 7.15 indicates that the hump around E = 40°

in the real data TPCF and the deficit around E = 100° probably result from the

ring excess. However, that excess in the background only hinders the TPCF

from showing an excess in small angles, and the data is still almost 10- high.

Thus, it appears that the data is correlated at small angles (0° :s; E :s; 25°),

suggesting that an anisotropy and some small scale excess (5° -10°) are present

in the data before smearing.

There are two major drawbacks to the TPCF analysis. First, although it

may hint of an excess of point sources, it does not point to where. Second, it also

may confirm the anisotropy, but it is not easily deciphered. If the anisotropy had

strictly unimodal or bimodal components, one would expect a cos (E) or COS2(E)

shape; it appears to be somewhat more complicated, however, and the systematic

problems of small zenith angle sampling cause further uncertainty. Therefore,

the TPCF supports the interpretation that the data has a non-random clustering

in it, but it can provide little more.
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If an anisotropy is not the result of systematic errors, it may be interpreted

as an astrophysical effect. Two interpretations seem plausible: either the excess

results from an additional velocity component from the Earth's movement, or

the excess is the result of streaming in the galactic magnetic field. With the

current information available about the downward-going data, neither can be

verified.

In 1935, Compton and Getting proposed that an anisotropy should exist

in the intensity of cosmic rays from the movement of Earth through space[95];

this motion, due to galactic rotation and solar motion, enhances the intensity

of cosmic rays in certain directions. Measurements of solar motion indicate a

20 km]s velocity in the direction of a rv 270° and 8 rv 30°; galactic rotation

adds 220 km]s towards a rv 310° and 8 rv 47°. Therefore, the magnitude of the

anisotropy at these energies should be (2 + ,)f3 = 4 x 10-3 in the direction of

(310°,47°), where f3 = 8 X 10-4 and, = 2.7.

The measured magnitude, as calculated from the TPCF with an assumed

1 + €cos e shape, is approximately 1 x 10-2 • Since the calculation is crude,

estimating the error is not easy. However, note that the effect is about a factor

of 2.5 stronger than expected. On the other hand, it points in the correct general

direction.

In 1879, Gould studied the concentration of bright B stars towards a great

circle, later named Gould's belt. The stars brighter than magnitude 5.25 are

concentrated toward a plane inclined 16° to the galactic plane. This concentra

tion was reported by SAS-2 and COS-B as a low energy ,-ray source. Although

the objects in this belt lack the power produce a visible excess at these energies,

the local system indicates where the nearest galactic magnetic fields would be

found, so cosmic ray streaming in the galactic magnetic field might appear as

an excess correlated with the plane.
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Given our current lack of understanding about the origin of cosmic rays

at these energies and the information available in this data, it is difficult to

conclude the source of this anisotropy. The direction and shape of the anisotropy

hint that it may be the result of the Compton-Getting effect, although the

magnitude is greater than expected. The excess may be correlated with galactic

magnetic fields, but only a model, for which we have no detailed basis, could

show if that could account for this effect. Because further manipulation of this

data is unlikely to yield a better understanding, the question remains to be

answered by other experiments. The Soudan group should soon have the data

to verify this anisotropy, thereby confirming or denying it as an astrophysical

effect. Should this anisotropy have astrophysical origins, the next generation

of neutrino detectors (e.g. DUMAND, AMANDA, etc.) will have two orders

of magnitude larger effective areas to gather enough data to better resolve its

characteristics.

G. Galactic Coordinates

The galactic coordinate system provides a map with the muon coverage in

a different way. Any sources visible in equatorial coordinates must be here also

if they are to be believed; thus, this may provide a consistency check. More

importantly, it presents the galactic center and plane in a clear way. Figure 7.16

shows the muon flux in galactic coordinates.
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FIGURE 7.17: Flux of downward-going muons in galactic coordinates.

The routine that generates background equatorial maps also generates back

ground maps for galactic coordinates, so it is simple to generate N u sky map for
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the galactic coordinate system. Figure 7.17 shows the results for 590 background

maps.

One point clearly stands out in these coordinates, and that is the North

Pole. The large flux is not a physical effect, but an artifact of the choice of

coordinates. The arc below the pole corresponds to small zenith angles in the

1MB detector.

·180 ·90 Gal.Long. 90 180

FIGURE 7.18: N q sky map in galactic coordinates with N q ~ 0 floor.

This map lacks any obvious point sources, as with the equatorial map. On

the other hand, any obvious sources would indicate that there is a problem

somewhere, so it is good that the two are consistent.

The galactic plane and galactic center map out nicely in this system, so a

search for correlations with the plane is easily accomplished with a galactic lati

tude band. A count of events in latitude bands yields the result that 5.715 x 106

of the recorded muons fall within 120 of the galactic plane. The Bootstrap pre

diction estimates the background at Pgp = 5.723 X 106 ± 2.392 x 103 • Comparing

the two gives N q = -3.4, so the 1MB detector sees no excess from the plane and
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may even see a deficit. Figure 7.18 shows the number of standard deviations the

observed value is away from the mean in all galactic latitude bands.
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FIGURE 7.19: 12° galactic latitude bands.

It is difficult to interpret this deficit. This measurement set out to test the

hypothesis that the galactic plane produces a measurable excess in underground

muons, and this data clearly does not support that claim. The random chance

probability of the deficit around the plane is p = 3.4 X 10-4 •

On the other hand, this result may be dominated by the large anisotropy

that is visible in the smeared sky maps, as in Figure 7.11. By smearing the

galactic fluxes with the same technique, a new sky map presents the smeared

flux comparison in galactic coordinates - see Figure 7.19.
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FIGURE 7.20: Galactic sky map of N q after smearing by the resolution function.

Once again, the anisotropy is apparent, although it is a bit easier to see

its relation to galactic rotation in these coordinates. The motion of the the
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earth due to galactic rotation points roughly in the direction of (90°,0°). At the

same time, there would also appear to be a deficit of muons from the (160°, 0°)

direction.

The two largest excesses found in the equatorial coordinates (IMBm1 &

IMBm2) are the two largest here, and can be found at (155°,57°) and (148°,27°)

respectively. In addition, a third significant peak is visible nearby at (125°,15°),

which incidentally, it is centered on the North Pole of the Earth. This is an

unfortunate artifact of smearing around the pole.

H. Supergalaetic Coordinates

Examining the data in supergalactic coordinates provides a simple test for

an excess around the supergalactic plane, which is expected if the production

mechanisms for cosmic rays are strongly correlated with galaxies. If that were

true, the enhancement in the distribution of galaxies would be an enhancement

in the distribution of muon sources. Since that enhancement occurs along the

supergalactic plane[84] , a supergalactic latitude band can partially test that

hypothesis.

It is necessary to encompass most of the plane to test for the excess, so a

12° band is used. This test counts 5.93982 x 106 muons within ±6° of the plane

and predicts J.t = 5.94345 X 106 ± 1.00762 x 104 with the bootstrap technique,

so 1MB measures a N; = -0.36 deficit from the plane. Therefore, the 1MB

data does not support the hypothesis that the underground muon data is biased

towards the supergalactic plane.

1. Radio Burst Correlated Signal

While the search for long term point sources rejects Cygnus X-3 as a DC

point source, a closer examination of one of the reported signals motivating this
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search is useful. A reported burst-correlated signals from Cygnus X-3 around

21 January, 1991 are one of the peculiarities motivating the downward-going

analysis. Because 1MB has data around that time period, it too can provide a

direct test of those reports.

Searching for excess muons from the direction of Cygnus X-3 on 19-23 Jan

uary, 1991 provides a direct test of the signal reported by Soudan[44] . Although

it is typical for these searches to encompass a larger period of time, testing fewer

days around the reported time limits the statistical penalty paid for the number

of trials. This analysis uses two different methods to test for the signal. The

first test seeks a DC excess of muons on any of the five days, by integrating the

data over the entire day and then comparing it to a bootstrap prediction.

The technique mentioned in Section 5.E gives the number of muons expected

inside the cone. Because five observation days yielded so few events (rv 105 ) that

point within the declination band of Cygnus X-3, CPU time presents no limit

to the background prediction. Thus, the background distributions are based on

105 background maps. Such a large number insures a small statistical error on

the background prediction.
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FIGURE 7.21: Number of muons from within 4.3° of the direction of Cygnus

X-3 (a = 307.65° and 8 = 40.78°).

The results of the daily search are shown in Figure 7.20. No evidence for

an excess on the 20t h or 23r d is observed. The largest excess, which occurs on

the 22n d , has a random chance probability of p = 0.24. The X2 test applied

between the observed and expected counts in Figure 7.20 yields X2 = 3.8 for 4

degrees of freedom, or X~ = 0.95, indicating the observations are consistent with

the expectation. The chance probability for that X2 value is 43.3% - not very

significant.

Since many previous claims of burst-correlated signals depend on observa

tions of a muon signal modulated to the orbital period, the phase distribution

is also examined for excesses. The phase distribution for the 22n d , as shown in

Figure 7.21, is also devoid of significant excesses. The peak excess in the phase

distribution has a chance probability p = 0.13 of occurring randomly, but is not

completely independent of the previous test. On the other hand, there are three

excesses centered on ¢ = 0.3 (a common phase for other reported signals), so

this observation teases the imagination.
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FIGURE 7.22: Number of muons from the direction of Cygnus X-3 for different

phases in the radio intensity.

These data can also provide flux limits useful in examining other results.

Assuming that Cygnus X-3 is a point source, upper limits on its muon flux for

20 and 23 January result. On the 20t h and 23r d , the limit on flux is <P90%C.L. ::;

2 X 10-10 f-Lcm-2s-1 at 1570 m.w.e..

This analysis fails to confirm the hypothesis of excess muons from the direc

tion of Cygnus X-3 on 20 and 23 January and provides limits on the possible flux.

The proximity of 1MB to Soudan and the similarities in depth, energy threshold

and sensitivity suggest that a comparison of the 1MB and Soudan results is inter

esting. Unfortunately, the fluxes reported by Soudan of <P = 8x 10-10 f-L cm- 2S-l

and <P = 7 X 10-10 f-L cm-2s-l at 2090 m.w.e. exceed the limits calculated by this

analysis, so there is an apparent discrepancy of at least a factor of three.

This apparent conflict may not completely elude possibilities for a physics

explanation; this result greatly limits the possible attributes of a continuous sig

nal. When combined with reports from other deeper experiments like MACRO,
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this result indicates that the evidence for a point source signal from the direction

of Cygnus X-3 correlated with this radio outburst is ambiguous at best.

J. Moon Coordinates

The cosmic ray sky is not necessarily completely destitute of structure. In

fact, a few air shower arrays have been able to see the shadowing of cosmic ray

protons by the Moon, but they have relied upon an angular resolution that is

much finer than that of 1MB and better matched to the shadow size, because

the angular size of the Moon is '" 0.50
• Nevertheless, 1MB has a large amount

of data from that direction and might still observe a deficit. To do so would

provide a source on which the resolution and other parameters could be better

measured. Although a deficit of only r- -0.60" is expected, it is important that

the data at least be consistent with it; if the data shows an excess for instance,

it would indicate a problem.

The measurement is conceptually simple. A 4.50 half-angle cone (con

structed in software) tracks the Moon and counts events that fall within it; the

slightly larger cone facilitates certain calculations. In fact, a series of cones,

with half-angles from 0° to 20°, count events differentially (between cones).

This sweep in cone angles serves as a consistency check on the calculation. Fig

ure 7.22 shows those results to demonstrate the lack of any obvious systematic

variation. The X~ = 1.1 with p = 0.30 indicates that the two are consistent.
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FIGURE 7.23: Distribution of muons from the Moon.

Now that the data is in this differential form, the integral count for any

cone half-angles is easily found by totaling the bins below it; Figure 7.23 shows

the integral counts for different cone sizes. For the a priori chosen cone angle,

the cone search counts N = 64254 muons and predicts Nbg = 64296 ± 254, so

the test measures a deficit of -0.170".
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FIGURE 7.24: Integrated distribution of muons from the Moon.

This measurement suggests that it is consistent with the presence of a

shadow; Bayes' theorem better quantifies that consistency. Given the confidence

level of the measurement p{A} and the probability of measuring a deficit p{H},

Bayes' theorem calculates the probability that the shadow is present, given the

measurement A, as p{HIA} = 0.76. Therefore, although the 1MB data lacks a

statistically significant signal, it is at least consistent with the shadow hypoth-

esis.

K. Conclusions

Searching for point sources of downward-going muons is the primary focus

of this analysis, and the best test results from muon counts in cones around

the 13 objects chosen a priori. However, that search failed to find evidence

in support of the point source hypothesis, as the random chance probability of

the two most significant excesses is 11%. In addition to that search, the data

was used with the resolution function convolved into it, to survey the entire
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sky. That survey finds at least two excesses with small chance probabilities of

p = 2.0 X 10-5 and p = 7.9 X 10-4 , after trials penalties, which do not seem to be

correlated with any popular sources. Further, an apparent anisotropy exists that

cannot be attributed to any known systematic error, although there currently

is no astrophysical explanation. Until other experiments confirm these results,

they stand alone, and accordingly are inconclusive.
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APPENDIX A. - MUON RECORD FORMATS

Tables A.l & A.2 display the binary formats for downward-going muon

data, since no other record currently exists. All events that satisfy a basic set

of selection criteria are in this format.

TABLE A.l: Muon Sumary Records Compact (MSRC) format.

Word #
1

2,3,4
5

6,7
8
9

10
11,12

13,14,15
16,17,18

19
20
21
22

Tape # (0 if MSR)
Total 218Hz

WWVday
WWV time (ms)

VAX year
VAX month

VAX day
VAX time (ms)
FASTMU entry

FASTMU direction
c (m/ns)

NTI
Total Q (May be 1)

Record Type (O=MSR,I=RAW)

After STRIPI decides the absolute time for each event, it saves them in the

MSRCC format to limit the storage requirements.

TABLE A.2: MSRCC format.
Word #

1
2

3,4
5,6,7

8,9,10
11
12

Contents
Year

Days (max is 365)
Time (ms)

FASTMU entry
FASTMU direction

c (m/ns)
Total Q (pe)
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Although any DEC VAX computer has builtin system calls that decode the

VAX time in the MSRC format, there are none for the WWV time. Therefore,

Table A.3 lists the WWV time format.

TABLE A.3: WWVB Time Format.

Bit #
o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

Word #156
1 ms
2 ms
4 ms
8 ms

10 ms
20 ms
40 ms
80 ms
100 ms
200 ms
400 ms
800 ms

1 sec
2 sec
4 sec
8 sec

Word #157
10 sec
20 sec
40 sec
1 min
2 min
4 min
8 min
10 min
20 min
40 min

1 hr
2 hr
4 hr
8 hr
10 hr
20 hr

Word #158
1 day
2 day
4 day
8 day

10 day
20 day
40 day
80 day

100 day
200 day

±1 ms error
±5 ms error
±50 ms error

±500 ms error
not used
not used
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